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As foundations look for ways to make lasting impact, many develop initiatives with multiple actors and
complex, interrelated parts that their leaders hope will add up to systemic change. In taking on this
difficult work, it can be unclear what different actors in a complicated initiative need to learn to have
more impact, both individually and together. If evaluation approaches are intended to help participants
at all levels have a durable and meaningful effect, figuring out how to focus and design such an
evaluation is a big challenge.
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With diverse and extensive initiatives aimed at changing systems, whose learning should foundations
prioritize? What are the implications for evaluation design, processes, and tools? How might evaluation
and learning practices be structured so they can meet the needs of multiple audiences at the same
time? What does it really take to create and support an evaluation approach—and a habit and culture of
learning—that actually adds value and results in real change?
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In 2008, under the direction of a new president, the McKnight Foundation embarked on a process to
imbue such learning at every level of one of its signature international programs: the Collaborative Crop
Research Program (CCRP). This effort would be built on the particular culture of McKnight, which prized
autonomy within program leadership, collaborative work, and long-term program commitments, and on
the perspective of new International Program Director Jane Maland Cady, who brought years of
experience as a professional evaluator.
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Throughout the initiative, the evaluation team has wrestled with how to create an evaluation and
learning approach that is robust enough to provide real value for complex work, yet simple enough to
actually implement and use. Maland Cady and her colleagues have also struggled with the tension of
wanting to be open to different viewpoints and perspectives while needing to get on with the work and
try out new approaches.
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This teaching case study explores the creation, implementation, and ongoing refinement of an
evaluation and learning approach for the Collaborative Crop Research Program from 2008 to 2017. This
case is about what it really takes to learn from evaluation rather than about the specific learnings that
have come out of the evaluation that informed the work of CCRP.
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Background
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At age 18, William McKnight—who later founded the McKnight Foundation in 1953 along with his wife,
Maude—went to work for 3M, a struggling sandpaper business in St. Paul. Once at 3M, McKnight
learned that the company was in dire financial straits. His ideas for cutting costs and creating better
products (including Scotch tape) gained the notice of his superiors, and he quickly rose up the ranks. At
age 29, he became president of 3M and served in that role or as chairman of the board until 1996. One
of the hallmarks of his leadership style was encouraging management to delegate responsibility and
foster innovation among employees.
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Shortly after his wife’s death in 1974, McKnight asked their only child, Virginia McKnight Binger, to lead
the foundation along with Executive Director Russell Ewald. The two established the foundation’s formal
grantmaking program and a community-based approach that remain today. Since then, the McKnight
family has been closely involved in the work of the foundation as a hands-on board along with nonfamily members. As of 2016, the foundation had assets of approximately $2.2 billion and made about
$87 million in grants annually.
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The foundation has focused on a number of areas including Minnesota arts, early literacy, youth
development, Midwest climate and energy, Mississippi River water quality, neuroscience, international
crop research, and sustainable livelihoods in Southeast Asia. Common threads can be found in these
distinct initiatives. The culture of independence and innovation that William McKnight encouraged while
leading 3M has been imbued in the foundation.
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Programs at McKnight have significant autonomy. McKnight prides itself on establishing deep
relationships with communities and giving them the resources they need to identify solutions to their
problems. Program staff work collaboratively with grantees and are hands-on grantmakers. The board,
which still has a number of family members on it, often travels to participate in week-long grantee and
leadership convenings to gain a better understanding of some of the work. At the same time, the
foundation has a commitment to lean staffing and not to overburden grantees with unnecessary
paperwork and requirements.
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A new president
In 2006, the McKnight Foundation board went on a search for new leadership and tapped Kate Wolford
as its president. While McKnight had deep Minnesota roots, its new president came from an altogether
different area. Wolford’s background was in international development. She had spent 13 years as
president of Lutheran World Relief, a global grantmaking and policy advocacy organization that was also
a McKnight grantee. Before that, she worked on humanitarian and community-based efforts in Latin
America. Wolford recalled when she first read about the position at McKnight.
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“The position description had the word ‘humility’ and talked about having strong relationships with
grantees,” Wolford said. “I was really impressed by the values of the foundation and my experience as a
grantee. The job description made it clear that the foundation had a thought leadership role, but that it
was in service to grantees. It was [also] clear that the foundation was able to make long-term
commitments [to programs] and stay the course.”
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The Collaborative Crop Research Program—Early Years
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When Wolford arrived at McKnight, she spent much of her first year immersing herself in the
foundation’s programs, including the Collaborative Crop Research Program (CCRP).1
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One of McKnight’s long-standing programs, CCRP has granted $130 million and taken various forms over
its three decades. It began in 1983 when millions of people were starving, in part because of poor crop
production. In response, CCRP was born as a plant biology program to support interdisciplinary plant
science research that could produce breakthroughs leading to greater crop yields that reduce world
hunger. While the first several years of the program achieved its short-term goal of strengthening the
field of plant biology, the Board reassessed and refined their strategy to more directly impact food
security. Building on The McKnight Foundation’s strength of supporting local efforts, the Board shifted
its focus. In 1993, CCRP was re-launched with a continued focus on agricultural research as well a focus
on the professional development of scientists in the global south, and, McKnight hoped, the needs of
the farmers and their families to grow more nutritious and sustainable crops.
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After five years of funding, the board commissioned a mid-term evaluation and learned that to achieve
its goals, CCRP needed to better connect crop research to on-the-ground agricultural practices. To
achieve this, CCRP focused on integrating farmers and communities into the research and making it
more relevant to farming practice. They also concentrated on two critical components of agricultural
production in areas with severe food insecurity: under-researched crops and smallholder farmers—
those owning small plots of land on which they grow subsistence crops and one or two cash crops
relying almost exclusively on family labor in the developing world. With these strategies identified, in
2000 the McKnight board announced a 9-year, $41.5 million commitment to CCRP, focusing on subSaharan Africa and the Andean region of South America.
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As part of this program expansion, Rebecca Nelson, then a plant biologist at the International Potato
Center in Peru, was contracted to serve as CCRP director based our of Cornell University. Key leadership
of the program was provided by Nelson, a McKnight half-time staff member, and a CCRP oversight
committee composed of some of the field’s leading experts in international development. Collectively
they drummed up interest in the program, reviewed proposals from researchers, and made
recommendations for grants. Over time, three part-time regional representatives were contracted to
provide local support for grantees and coordinate visits by CCRP leadership and local meetings.
Evaluative efforts for CCRP consisted mainly of site visits by Nelson, oversight committee members, and,
on occasion, McKnight board members. Grantee workshops also allowed Nelson and the oversight
committee to get to know people and their work, as did annual grantee project reports.
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The theory of CCRP was that if researchers in the regions suffering most from food shortages were
better able to conduct research that accounted for local farming conditions and economics, they would
be more likely to find seed and farming practice solutions that could meet the food shortage challenge.
The grant program required researchers to team up with local farmers, who would not receive grant
1

For a timeline illustrating the key elements of the initiative and the monitoring and evaluation
approach, see appendix on page 49.
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money, but rather other benefits such as free seeds and technical support from researchers to test
seeds and farming approaches in real-world conditions.
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Encouraging learning through communities of practice
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Zeroing in on specific regions could also help encourage learning among the grantees, CCRP leadership
believed. As part of its ongoing goal to work closely with local communities and farmers, in 2004 CCRP
leadership including Nelson suggested piloting a community of practice (CoP) model in the Andes region
(Bolivia, Peru, and Ecuador) as a way to exchange information among grantees and their collaborators
(farmers, NGOs, and researchers) and create synergies among them that would help them share
knowledge and better adapt technologies and useful approaches. Two years later, CCRP launched two
more communities of practice—in West Africa (Niger, Mali, and Burkina Faso) and Southern Africa
(Malawi, Mozambique, and Tanzania).
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CCRP provided funds for grantee members of the communities of practice to attend a required annual
week-long meeting. In the beginning, four people from each of the roughly 12 to 16 projects attended,
including two farmers from each project. Organized by CCRP leadership and the regional
representatives, these CoP meetings consisted largely of researchers presenting their findings and
engaging in discussions about one another’s research. There were also project fairs and special topics
for the meetings where an invited expert would deliver a talk about a topic of interest like nutrition,
markets, gender, or participatory research. When the CoP annual meetings began, several board
members attended them, as well.
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“The board loves to experience [local] leadership,” Wolford said. “They like to hear from the people who
are driving the ideas and programs, the rigor, and collegiality in the conversations. They value that kind
of experiential learning.”
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By the mid-2000s, the 20-plus-year commitment of McKnight to this program attracted the attention of
the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.
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Gates enters the picture
Not long after she had taken up her position at McKnight, Wolford received a call from a staff member
at the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, which had just launched a $100 million Agricultural
Development Initiative. Gates staff were well acquainted with CCRP and impressed by McKnight’s
willingness to commit long term to the agricultural development field. As they sought to support
research into hunger hot spots, Gates thought a partnership with CCRP could inform their emerging
strategies.
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The conversation with Gates spurred a decision that Wolford had been contemplating. She wanted to
bring CCRP closer to McKnight and to consolidate several of McKnight’s international programs,
including CCRP, under one umbrella and one program director. At the time, McKnight’s three
international programs were managed part time by program staff whose main portfolios focused on
work in the Minnesota area or other substantive areas such as social services.
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“Given my background, McKnight’s international work was the area I could most quickly grasp and
assess,” Wolford said. “It struck me as odd that these international programs were housed in several
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domestic and operational functions at McKnight. It raised questions for me about whether the
programmatic leadership at McKnight was as savvy, strong in understanding of the international context
as we needed.”
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A debate on whether to pursue Gates funding
Wolford sought the board’s approval to create a program director position that would consolidate the
international programs and bring more McKnight leadership to CCRP. Having such expertise was critical
in the calculations about whether to move forward with pursuing Gates funding, Wolford said.
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“There was a lot of debate with the board about whether we should pursue the Gates funding,” Wolford
said. “For me, a precondition was that we should have thought leadership [in the form of an
international program director] before we could entertain it. It is an unusual act for a private foundation
to fund another. … We valued a way of developing a program that was consistent with McKnight values.
There was a significant fear within our board that we would become a minor program within Gates and
that we could lose the soul of the program.”
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Gates officials reassured McKnight that they wanted to learn from CCRP, not subsume it. Additionally,
McKnight said that they would be a grantee, rather than a partner with Gates. Grantee status meant
that the Gates funding would support the current CCRP program, rather than needing to co-create
something new. For its part, Gates wanted to make sure its funding would not displace McKnight’s
funding. That condition meant that the board would need to make a longer-term commitment to CCRP
than it had in the past, Wolford noted.
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In 2008, the McKnight board committed $47 million to CCRP for an additional 10 years. Not long after,
the Gates Foundation awarded McKnight a five-year, $26.7 million grant. While the focus and structure
of the CCRP program did not change significantly with the addition of the Gates funding, it allowed CCRP
not only to significantly increase its grantmaking but also expand infrastructure, including a robust
evaluation team, to support this work. And, the Gates grant itself would require a more sophisticated
monitoring and evaluation system that had not been in place for CCRP—or within the McKnight
Foundation in general—to date.
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The Collaborative Crop Research Program—A New Era
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It was in this context that Wolford hired Jane Maland Cady in 2008 for the newly-created position of
director of the international program area, which included CCRP. Maland Cady had a background ideally
suited for the work Wolford envisioned. She had extensive experience in agriculture and evaluation.
Maland Cady had grown up on a farm in southern Minnesota, had a doctorate in agricultural education,
had lived and worked extensively in Brazil and parts of Latin America, and for the last 15 years, had run
her own research and evaluation consulting firm. Long inspired by Pedagogy of the Oppressed by
educator Paulo Freire, Maland Cady strongly believed in a participatory approach to research and
evaluation.
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Maland Cady’s job held some daunting tasks: bring the foundation’s disparate international programs
under one umbrella, oversee a doubling of the CCRP program’s funding with the grant from the Gates
Foundation, and establish an evaluation approach that would provide the learning, monitoring, and
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evaluation and planning components that McKnight and Wolford were looking for and would be
required as a Gates grantee. While there was a CCRP program logic and tacit understanding about the
way that CCRP operated, CCRP had never developed an explicit theory of change to guide its work.
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“I just couldn’t bear to do a standard evaluation foundation thing”
Maland Cady not only had to oversee the development of a whole new evaluation system, she had to
more fully integrate CCRP process within McKnight’s grants management system—a large task on its
own. Rebecca Nelson at Cornell, who had been the sole CCRP director, became the scientific director
and co-director of CCRP with Maland Cady. Maland Cady came to McKnight with a clear sense of what
direction she wanted to take with an evaluation—and what direction she didn’t want to take.
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“I just couldn’t bear to do a standard evaluation foundation thing,” Maland Cady said. “‘Let’s make a
dashboard and let’s get the grantees to provide all of this information to inform the dashboard and have
someone come in and tell us whether what we are doing is working or not—judging merit and worth.
And I think the biggest piece I couldn’t bear was really around the prediction and control of reality.
There were a lot of people in the foundation world at the time who really felt that we as grantmakers
are smart and can see where dollars need to go to make change and that’s the way it’s going to happen.
It’s a linear logic model. For me, I thought wow, the world does not work that way. We need to be
constantly paying attention to what is changing, understanding what that is, and adapting to that.”
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Based on conversations with Wolford and Neal Cuthbert, McKnight’s vice president of program at the
time, Maland Cady saw an openness to new approaches to evaluation at McKnight. From Wolford’s
perspective, Maland Cady’s specific background in evaluation was one of the appealing factors in
choosing her to take on this new role.
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“Jane brought a perspective that was much broader than ‘evaluation for accountability,’” Wolford said.
“She already brought in a way of evaluating that focused on learning as programs unfolded. I was
intrigued by it. It felt interesting and like it would be a good fit for McKnight and CCRP. There had been
evaluations of individual pieces of research at CCRP. There was really no sense of the whole or whether
this is making a difference to the lives of people, which is what the board was asking about. We were
trying to understand not just the individual components but how they fit together. And if we were going
to be a grantee of Gates, we were going to have to develop a system that would serve that grantee
accountability/performance role, as well.”
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Needing to build an infrastructure
Michael Quinn Patton, who served as an advisor on the evaluation noted: “The huge challenge that they
faced was both changing the nature of the grantmaking program and also the lack of capacity on the
ground to do this kind of work…including engaging in learning across the projects. None of that
infrastructure was in place.”
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While some infrastructure for learning was in place through the community of practice, the capacity of
the regional teams and the grantees related to evaluative thinking and the collection and analysis of
high-quality, relevant data was lacking, said Marah Moore, who was brought in as an evaluator for CCRP.
With Gates funding, CCRP began tackling capacity challenges around grantmaking and evaluation. They
hired more regional consultants, provided more research technical assistance to grantees, and increased
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their emphasis on program-wide evaluation. Maland Cady also wanted to amplify the social science
perspective in the program, which had been largely dominated by biophysical scientists. With the
additional resources from Gates, CCRP itself became increasingly complicated and diverse. The program
was set up as follows:
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Grantmaking
● 65 projects in four regions and 12 countries working with 24 crops receiving a total of $5.2
million in grants annually
Administration
● The program added a fourth community of practice in Eastern Africa.
● The program added a liaison scientist to each of the four regions, which previously had only a
regional representative. The liaison scientists came from a northern university (i.e., the USA,
Europe, etc.) and, in conjunction with the regional representative, would develop a more
cohesive and explicit grantmaking strategy for their region. Liaison scientists also provide
scientific advice to potential grantees, participate in grant selection, and provide assistance to
grantees during implementation.
● The McKnight board approved the reconfiguration of the oversight committee, which had
provided much of the grant recommendations in the past, into an advisory committee that
would provide more strategic advice.
● Starting in 2009, CCRP also offered technical support in research methods to grantees through a
grant to University of Reading in England.2
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Evaluation at McKnight
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Up until 2008 when the Gates resources were added to CCRP, the approach to evaluation at McKnight as
a whole was commensurate with the Foundation’s culture of autonomy among programs. Evaluation
was episodic, driven by specific program staff or a board desire for information, Cuthbert said. Before he
became vice president, Cuthbert ran the arts program for 15 years and often commissioned evaluation
or research because he found it to be useful in grantmaking. Some other program staff were less
interested in evaluation, he said.
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Using experience to frame a new approach
When Wolford became president, she heard from the board about the variety of approaches to
evaluation at McKnight. In 2008, she tasked Cuthbert with framing a set of evaluation principles for the
foundation that were pragmatic and “didn’t require a heroic amount of staffing” for a funder that has a
lean staffing model, he said. Part of the reasoning for this directive was that it needed to fit McKnight’s
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Before the Gates grant, CCRP did not offer formal research methods or statistical support to its grantees. In 2009,
McKnight CCRP approved a grant to Reading University to provide this support with the hope of increasing both
the capacity of researchers and the quality of the research they produced. Not long after the first grant started, the
Reading team began playing a key role in both CCRP leadership decisions and capacity building in the regions.
Reading team members designed and implemented various workshops, attended community of practice meetings,
and provided individual projects with feedback.
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culture, and part was based on a failed experiment with a plan for program effectiveness that had been
devised a few years earlier by a previous senior foundation leader and academic.
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That earlier plan was too data-heavy: The expectation was that all data relevant to a program, from
sources both internal and external to the foundation, would be collected, reviewed, and put into a
master database. One program alone could have 50 to 100 grant reports in a year. And there was no
evaluation staff at McKnight to help. The sheer quantity of data overwhelmed McKnight staff, and the
plan was abandoned after about two years.
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Wolford also had a strong perspective on the use of evaluation based on her experience at Lutheran
World Relief. Although a non-profit organization, Lutheran World Relief was primarily a grantmaking
organization that had itself received a good deal of unrestricted funding. Wolford said that status
influenced the organization’s approach to evaluation.
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“It allowed us to not have evaluation driven by funder demand but by what we were learning in our
work,” Wolford said. “This helped us better navigate the inherent power dynamics of relationships with
NGOs, farmer co-ops, and community-based organizations. We could engage around questions about
capacity and learning beyond what our program was doing? We were asking more learning questions
rather than accountability questions.”
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Simple, useful, and sustainable
In 2010 remarks at a meeting hosted by Minnesota Compass, Cuthbert described the new framework he
devised, based on the idea that the only evaluation system that is worthwhile is one that is actually
used. Cuthbert coined a catchphrase for evaluation under this new framework—that it be “simple,
useful, and sustainable.”
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Each program was expected to engage in regular cycles of review of the work so that it became routine.
Those cycles were based on normal quarterly grant review that would use the program theory of change
and work plan as a base, an end-of-year review for the upcoming year’s work plan, and a three-year
cycle of commissioning a Center for Effective Philanthropy Grantee study. About every five or six years,
programs would be expected to do an external evaluation of their work.
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“The cycles were not an option,” Cuthbert said. “But the specific form and focus of the mid-year review
and external evaluation would be determined by context, board needs, and staff.”
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According to Cuthbert, the board got its information on its strategies and initiatives in a few key ways.
First, as mentioned earlier, the board at times would ask for an external evaluation of a program when it
wanted to learn more about its impact. Board members often traveled to grantee meetings to get a feel
for how the work was going even if, as generalists, they did not understand the more technical aspects.
They also relied on experts, like program directors or members of advisory committees, to help them
understand the reasoning behind requests for funding or new directions. Finally, they would get
information from a quarterly board memo that described program staff perceptions of progress and
shared grant-level stories.
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Previous evaluation at CCRP
Before 2008 there were minimal systematic evaluation requirements for CCRP. Monitoring and
evaluation took place through individual projects reporting annually on their research work and results.
At the program level, there were periodic external evaluations on particular aspects of the initiative.
Researchers shared their work and progress at annual community of practice meetings.
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From the perspective of Nelson, who had led CCRP for eight years, there was a lot to be gained from
having grantees essentially reporting to one another, rather than to the foundation and its
representatives.
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“At the CoP’s [communities of practice] everyone got up and shared their work for critique,” Nelson
said. “We established a culture where feedback is appreciated. You don’t humiliate people, and you
don’t pull punches.”
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Bringing in a team of evaluation consultants
Shortly after she took on her position at McKnight, Maland Cady brought in a team of evaluation
consultants. From the start, Maland Cady said she viewed CCRP as a systems-change effort and
therefore hoped to take a systems-based approach to evaluation.
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“CCRP already had the idea of the communities of practice where you build trust and learn from one
another,” Maland Cady said. “What I hoped was: Can we get a system that allows us to do our work
around grantmaking and convening so that we can pay attention to what we are learning and how we
are developing our approach? Can we get this system in place with regular feedback loops that will allow
us to understand what is happening collectively with each other? We would make meaning and have
that inform our next steps. I hoped that people would embrace emergence in a new way.”
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Her choices of consultants reflected that perspective. One was Glenda Eoyang, the founder of Human
Systems Dynamics Institute. Eoyang describes her approach as systems-based work to help people and
communities work together to be more effective as they see patterns that come up in interactions,
understand these patterns, and take action to influence those patterns as they continually change. As
Eoyang described, “it is to have a plan but hold it lightly. As the world changes and shifts we can change
and shift with it.”
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At an intensive training led by Eoyang, Maland Cady got to know longtime evaluator Marah Moore,
whom she then brought onto the team, as well. Moore also believed in taking a systems-based approach
to evaluation. Moore had a background in community and regional planning, which made her wellsuited to help develop the monitoring and evaluation part of this work.
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“The evaluation is not of a program in isolation,” Moore said. “What is happening is in relation to a
larger system. The kind of evaluation I’m interested in and feel like I have the skill set for is focused on
evaluation that informs practice. How can we help people do their work better? I come in and say if your
program doesn’t succeed, I will feel partially responsible.”
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To round out the evaluation team, Maland Cady brought in a U.S.-based food systems expert, Ken
Meter, and Michael Quinn Patton as a “critical friend.”
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2008—A New Evaluation Approach for CCRP
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In the summer of 2008, the team quickly began working to design an evaluation system. According to a
2016 doctoral dissertation by Keith Miller, who worked at McKnight and was involved with the
evaluation when he was a graduate student, the team was trying to address the following issues with
CCRP:
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●

Lack of learning and adaptation. Often, there was a greater emphasis on conducting activities
than reflecting on whether those were the right activities in the first place.
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●

Lack of results. Was CCRP producing research findings that were based on high-quality research
methods and that addressed key leverage points for change for farmers and communities?
Were the investments adding up to deeper understanding of how to influence change?
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●

The futility of research utility. Research results were nice to have but useless if they weren’t
used by the intended stakeholders.
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Maland Cady said that another thing that was crucial to her and the team was to encourage “cocreation” in the evaluation work, about which she explained, “we talk about everybody bringing their
experience and perspective and thinking to a place and having an exchange of ideas that would inform
our work in order to move forward with a new collective understanding for the projects and for yourself.
We were trying to do this at many levels. Within the community of practice one of the first things we did
was aim to find facilitation that also supported the act of co-creation.”
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For Maland Cady, who already embraced participatory forms of evaluation, enabling co-creation meant
bringing humility to this process and being mindful of how she positioned herself, especially in meetings.
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“But I’m also not one to say, ‘Whatever the grantees say goes.’ That’s old thinking,” Maland Cady said.
“The idea of co-creation is that we all have something to contribute to the stew.”
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Creating a plan that would respond to different levels of learning
The evaluation team began developing an evaluation plan several months before the first convening of a
newly formed leadership team that would take place in Brazil in January 2009.
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The evaluation team saw five levels of learning and action to be considered in the evaluation plan: (1)
individuals in institutions and projects; (2) projects that were being carried out in crop research; (3) four
regional communities of practice; (4) the McKnight foundation at all levels of decision-making including
CCRP staff and consultants, senior leadership and the board; and (5) the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation and between McKnight and the Gates Foundation.
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To get started, the evaluation team reviewed documents, spoke with staff members, and carried out
interviews with regional teams and advisory committee members. In the interviews, it became clear that
CCRP leadership team members had different ideas about the purpose of CCRP and the approach that it
should take. And, while there was a CCRP program logic and tacit understanding about the way that
CCRP operated, CCRP had never developed an explicit theory of change to guide its work.
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The evaluators believed that a key first step was to build a common understanding of CCRP across the
program.
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But beyond that, not much more was clear about the direction of the evaluation. The team was not yet
sure about what parts of it might require a more developmental evaluation approach and what parts
would require more traditional evaluation. Marah Moore recalls not being sure how long she would
work with CCRP or what exactly her role would be over time.
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“The piece that we weren’t so clear about was whether we were trying to set up an…internal evaluation
system and [then] we would back off,” she said. “The initial engagement was to think about what CCRP
needed to do for evaluation and design. I remember at one point asking Jane, ‘Do you want me to
design a system for evaluation [and hand it off to CCRP], or do you want me to help implement the
evaluation?’ She said, ‘I want you to oversee implementation of the evaluation.’ That wasn’t clear at the
beginning. One person that was pushing to have a short-term evaluation and move on was Glenda. She
does more organizational development. I was much more used to having long-term relationships.”
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Trying—and rejecting—conceptual frameworks
Eoyang said that during the summer of 2008, they considered a few different conceptual frameworks to
begin the evaluation, including a network frame to understand connections between actors, or a Human
Systems Dynamics model to diagnose which parts of the initiative lend themselves to what kinds of
evaluation design, given their level of stability and predictability.
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“We thought about that as a frame for a multi-modal evaluation, but it was too heavy,” Eoyang said. “It
was too complicated and too involved for this diverse group of large numbers of people to implement.
We zeroed in on a little frame—the emergent one. We landed on adaptive action as the primary means
of learning and evaluation.”
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Adaptive action is a concept developed by Eoyang at Human Systems Dynamics that Maland Cady and
Moore were both well familiar with. In adaptive action participants ask three questions:
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● What? (Observations and data from the environment and the impact on the system.)
● So what? (Discussing implications from those observations.)
● Now what? (Planning next steps.)
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Using the framework of those questions, the team devised the idea of holding regularly structured
conversations at least twice a year, at which the three questions would be asked at multiple CCRP
levels—CCRP projects, regional communities of practice, the advisory committee, and McKnight.
Ultimately, this “generative dialogue” was intended to support learning at the program, regional, and
project levels. They hoped that this approach would increase a common understanding of CCRP among
participants and encourage decision-making based on shared reflection on grantee experience, granteegathered data, and eventually data gathered by the evaluation team.
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The team also came up with an awkward but descriptive name for their work: Integrated Monitoring,
Evaluation, and Planning (IMEP).
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A first test of generative dialogue
The first test of their idea of generative dialogue came just three months after the first meeting of the
evaluation team. In October 2008, Moore and Maland Cady attended a community of practice meeting
in Mozambique. There, crop scientists presented their scientific findings in academic presentations and
had short question-and-answer sessions. While farmers were there, none participated in discussions.
Both Moore and Maland Cady thought the generative dialogue approach would be a much more
interactive option than this format.
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But when Moore and Maland Cady piloted it at the meeting, they were met with confusion and
resistance.
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“People were saying, ‘What is this and why are we doing this?’” Moore recalled. “Some of this was
jargon. What is ‘generative dialogue’? They didn’t understand the questions and they didn’t see it as
useful. A lot of the response was ‘Why are you wasting our time?’”
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Part of the problem was that this early version asked participants to explore too many sub-questions
and its purpose was unclear to the participants. For example, among the questions asked were: What
significant things have we observed, learned or accomplished related to: (1) the work we do (work plan
performance, policies, processes, and practices of CCRP; and other facets of the work); (2) results of our
work (research findings, dissemination of CCRP innovations; changes in nutrition; changes in livelihood,
and other results of the work; (3) the community or environment affecting and affected by our work,
including changes in nutrition and livelihood that are not a direct result of our work and (4) other
observations?
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Another issue, Moore said, was that the participants did not have sufficient data or information to
answer the questions posed to them. Expecting them to delve into meaning making so early on in this
new process was a huge stretch, she said. It also became clear that the process was too open-ended. For
some researchers, who were already wary of evaluation, this initial experience did not help allay their
skepticism. Moore was worried, too, for another reason.
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“The idea was that if we ask people what questions they need to answer, that is good enough. … They’ll
figure out what data they need and go and collect it,” Moore said. “But the problem is they are
answering their questions with bad information and bad data, and they don’t know it.”
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Generative dialogue was not well received
For Eoyang’s part, “the language of generative dialogue was not well received. One reason was that
most people there were biophysical scientists and they were a little skeptical of any kind of human
system engagement to begin with that would involve things like social science. I think another thing was
that they had always been quite autonomous and so this seemed politically as a mechanism that would
constrain their freedom. I thought because the language [of the generative dialogue] came out of
complexity science, that scientists would enjoy and appreciate that. They didn’t.”
Moore and Maland Cady, who had participated in the Mozambique meeting, felt that the resistance
came primarily from the shift away from a more traditional external evaluation approach to one that is
focused on shared learning and shared accountability. Moore and Maland Cady said that they left their
12
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first meeting feeling a bit disheartened but that they had gained a better understanding of the culture
and capacity of CCRP participants.
“We went back home, and I basically said this didn’t work,” Moore recalled. “It feels like we are trying to
do the planning [the ‘now what’] without having the monitoring and evaluation [the ‘what’]—meaning,
we were hoping that projects and regions would ‘make meaning’ and use that for decision-making
without identifying the overarching evaluation questions and without assuring that good data existed to
answer the questions. From my perspective, it was not grounded in anything evaluative.”
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According to notes from a telephone meeting with the evaluation team in December 2008, two months
after the first test of generative dialogue, Michael Quinn Patton was concerned that IMEP was so
focused on learning that it had neglected an essential ingredient for learning. He said that what is almost
completely missing in IMEP is results, outcomes, impact, and efficacy—in short data for accountability.
Eoyang was unconcerned; the team had spoken about identifying indicators for each project and she
said that it would eventually coalesce.
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The next test of their new approach came just a few months later.
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2009—Rolling out theories of change
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In January 2009, CCRP held its first meeting of a newly formed leadership team in Brazil. The leadership
team is intended to act as a community of practice across all four regions of CCRP. Also at this meeting
were representatives from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and the evaluation team, including
Moore and Eoyang, two McKnight board members, the vice president of programs, the president, and a
program assistant.
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With the addition of the Gates funding, the CCRP leadership team had more than doubled from about
six people overseeing the work to 15. Some of the participants were meeting for the first time and were
at the very beginning stages of forming as a team. The leadership team consisted of the following:
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Regional representatives and liaison scientists from each of the four regions.
A newly-formed advisory council consisting of scientists and researchers who would provide
strategic advice for CCRP (replacing the oversight committee).
CCRP co-directors, Maland Cady and Nelson, along with other McKnight International program
staff.
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“I remember that meeting as absolute chaos and conflict”
At this initial leadership team meeting, the evaluation team introduced themselves and outlined the
systems-based approach they hoped use as an “operating system” for learning evaluation and planning.
Once again, the team faced strong resistance—similar to when they met with the regional community of
practice participants in 2008.
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The evaluation team presented a draft of their design for the integrated monitoring and evaluation
process. In the draft, the team recommended goals for how the M&E process would support CCRP as a
“community of inquiry”:
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1. Monitoring and evaluation should be framed as an opportunity to plan and learn together, as
well as a collaborative process of setting criteria for and documenting impacts. “Accountability”
shifts from unidirectional performance reporting (grantee to funder) to reciprocal responsibility
for community impact.

Even with the initial skepticism at the 2008 Mozambique meeting, the team felt that the generative
dialogue approach to adaptive action would form the core of the IMEP process. The draft stated the
process seeks to engage individuals and groups across multiple levels of CCRP in sharing observations,
considering implications, and planning and taking action together.
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In addition, the draft stated that no monitoring and evaluation system was complete without some
means of measuring and tracking effects of interventions, though the challenge is that each project and
its local conditions are unique. The evaluation team recommended that a generative dialogue group at
three “levels” (projects, regional communities of practice, and the leadership team) identify indicators
and measures that would be appropriate for its circumstances.
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Data collection and analysis related to these indicators would become integrated into the regional work
plan of grantees and the regional teams, and they would be responsible for collecting and analyzing
their own data. At the program level, project and regional-level data would be synthesized to
understand the overarching trends and draw programmatic learning. Data at the regional and program
levels could come from project reports, field visit reports, annual regional reports, case studies,
economic analyses, evaluations, story-based and appreciative data collection, and analysis methods, and
others.
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“I remember that meeting as absolute chaos and conflict,” Wolford said. “We were introducing a lot of
new concepts and there was a new [leadership] team that wasn’t really a team. There were so many
concepts [that the evaluation team was introducing] and we were trying to build a sense that we are
part of something that is bigger than ourselves and there were these different regions and different
disciplines. Even though the evaluation folks felt like they were moving slowly, it was a lot for people to
take in. I think there was probably a little too much of trying new things.”

2. The CCRP theory of change needs to be made explicit and more consistent. This includes the
theory of change across CCRP as well as individual theories of change for projects and
communities of practice.
3. Communities of practice should be strengthened in all of their functions—including convening,
assessing, and learning.
4. Social and biophysical scientific areas and research impacts on communities should be more
clearly articulated, and the methods and benefits of each made clear. Over time, the balance of
focus in some CCRP projects will shift toward more intentional applications of social science
practice and research.
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Why fix something that was not broken?
For many on the regional teams and advisory committee, the work of CCRP was going well as it was.
Eoyang remembers that participants, again perhaps accustomed to a having a wide berth in their work,
balked at the idea of any type of evaluation that would cut across the entire system of CCRP. It also
implied a shared accountability that they had not had before, she said. Why fix something that was not
broken?
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Eoyang facilitated the meeting and skillfully navigated the conflicts that surfaced, Wolford said. Having
someone with that level of facilitation ability at such a delicate stage in the effort was enormously
helpful, she said.
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Although the group did not come to full agreement, Eoyang helped bring them to a fuller understanding
of the different perspectives about the IMEP approach and the strategy in general. Board members who
attended that meeting were so impressed by Eoyang’s facilitation that they asked that she come and
help them at a 2010 board retreat to undergo their first ever strategic framework, Wolford noted. It was
an early sign of how the work at CCRP would eventually come to influence McKnight as a whole.
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Conflicts among the evaluation team emerge
The Brazil leadership team meeting was demoralizing for the evaluation team. Its members had spent
months working hard to create an evaluation and learning approach that they thought would help CCRP
participants pay attention to what they were learning and inform next steps, but it seemed to be falling
flat among the key people from whom they needed buy-in. Then, differing ideas about how best to
proceed between Moore and Eoyang also began to surface, causing tension within the evaluation team
itself.
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For Eoyang, it was important to keep the process simple. She felt that the generative dialogue approach
could yield the insights and the data needed for CCRP participants to better understand the system they
were working in and make changes. But Moore felt strongly that the evaluation needed more focused
evaluation questions and better quality data and analysis to inform the program—and to contribute to
the generative dialogue. She felt it was vital to imbue evaluative thinking among CCRP researchers and
other participants from the beginning. She advocated strongly for the importance of using such tools as
theories of change and a more formalized monitoring and evaluation approach.
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“Another challenge on the evaluation team was there was a sense that we needed to reinvent the
wheel,” Moore said. “It felt like a need to throw out all the thinking that had been done in the past and
come up with our own brand of [evaluation]. ‘We’re not going to talk about evaluation in a way that
anyone has ever talked about it. We’re not going to talk about merit, and worth, and significance. ’”
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Eoyang remembers that period in 2009 this way: “For me, the traditional evaluative tools were more
constraining than helpful to the learning process. People didn’t know how to use them. Some of the
challenges with traditional evaluation I hoped we could bypass with adaptive action.”
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Maland Cady, meanwhile, was learning how to be a grantmaker for the first time as well as about
McKnight’s systems. She was co-directing CCRP with Nelson, who had previously served as sole CCRP
director. While they got along, there was some natural tension resulting from that transition. Maland
Cady was still new at the foundation and as she pushed for a new evaluation approach, her credibility
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was at stake, as well. She was deeply involved with the evaluation approach, which at times caused its
own strains.
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“Part of the issue was that I always had an opinion,” Maland Cady said. “I had considerable experience in
evaluation and cared a lot about how this rolled out. I knew that I wanted to be involved, as this was
more than a simple evaluation system. I also had to translate between what McKnight is trying to do and
what CCRP was trying to do and I was the only staff member [on the evaluation team] who was working
at McKnight. In the early years, I was very much engaged. I helped to create the system [for IMEP]. I had
a lot invested in it. Maybe I was too much in the day to day, maybe slightly longer than Marah would
want. But it was also important to Marah that I could provide the administrative [backing] to this work
and say [to grantees and the regional team], ‘Hey, this is important.’”
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Reflecting on the relationship between her as the contracted evaluation lead and Maland Cady as the
foundation’s evaluation and program lead, Moore said, “I’ve said over the years that this is one of the
most interesting projects I’ve ever worked on and the hardest one. Finding a balance between cocreation and micro-managing is not an easy thing to do, and trying to do co-creation when these power
relationships are not as well acknowledged as they should be can be hard. People say we are a
horizontal team, but we’re not.”
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Recognizing the importance of facilitation for learning
The team managed some of the tension by having Moore and Eoyang take on different tasks. Moore
took on the logistics of building out a monitoring and evaluation system while Eoyang continued to
facilitate the leadership meetings, which especially after the January 2009 leadership meeting, Maland
Cady and others were seeing as a key part of the learning they hoped to foster.
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Eoyang “is a brilliant facilitator,” Maland Cady said. “She lives co-creation and adaptive action in an
authentic and embodied way. If we are going to build trust, we need facilitation and we need it over
time. Having someone over time allows them to understand the program better, the regions, the
culture, and the intention of the work. What is different [with the right kind of trained facilitator] is that
the meeting itself becomes an evaluative moment.”
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Eoyang was able to help people start to think in terms of systems through specific tools like asking for
people to look for patterns across projects, and continually think about their work in terms of “the parts,
the whole, and the greater whole,” Wolford said.
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In 2009, when CCRP formed its newest community of practice (CoP) in East Africa, Ed Rege was hired to
facilitate that work in a new role for CoPs. A Kenyan geneticist and animal breeder, Rege had grown
increasingly aware of how his own work was affected by larger systems. Convinced that agricultural
solutions exist but that there is not enough focus on how people work together, he trained in and set up
a facilitation practice focusing on systems approaches in 2008. His science background and the fact that
he is African were important to Maland Cady.
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“I believe that people learn best when the environment is a safe environment,” Rege said. “Not an
environment of being told but of being asked. What facilitation does is provide a safe environment when
the inquisitive mind is allowed to operate. There are no wrong questions and no preference for who is
asking. A well-facilitated environment allows students to be as important as their professors or bosses.
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Because of these things it creates and forms an environment where asking is encouraged and telling is
not the only way of learning.”
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“For me, one of the big things [in the CCRP evaluation] was getting good facilitation,” said Nelson, who
in 2009 also became the liaison scientist for Eastern Africa. “The whole stress of the communities of
practice is to have a good meeting. When you have a facilitator that is at that meeting and ten other
meetings, you get this meta arc. [Rege] is a brilliant facilitator. He totally gets African agriculture, and he
can see where a meeting needs to go.”
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Dropping the term “generative dialogue” but keeping the concept
After the leadership meeting, the evaluation team stopped using the term generative dialogue because
it did not seem helpful. But at every opportunity, they used the core questions (what, so what, now
what) as a key organizing principle of their work and reflection. Without the baggage of the term, those
easy-to-remember questions soon stuck among the leadership team and especially the regional teams,
Maland Cady and Moore said. That practical tool helped build the credibility of this new approach
among key participants, they said.
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One of the first things the team put in place are what she called six-month feedback loops. Every six
months—once with the program team and once with the leadership team as a whole or at the annual
community of practice gathering—the group would set aside time for four or five days to review and
reflect on CCRP’s work on specific topics that were either bubbling up from the regional work or
identified as important by the advisory council. These feedback loops are an important part of systems
work, Maland Cady noted.
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Program team reflections included the McKnight program staff, the regional representatives and liaison
scientists, who sometimes joined via Skype. The regional representatives, meanwhile, have monthly
conversations about evaluation with IMEP that largely center on how regional representatives could
help grantees implement IMEP. Projects were expected to participate in similar discussions every six
months. Maland Cady and Nelson added funds in the budgets for these teams and consultants to have
these reflections. The idea was to make sure that evaluation and evaluative thinking became an
embedded part of the work that all CCRP participants did, Moore said.
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“It was a lot,” Moore said. “But otherwise we would have to wait for the annual meeting of the
communities of practice for feedback. We felt that there needed to be tighter feedback loops for course
correction.”
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For example, early on in CCRP one of the issues the leadership team looked at was the links between
agriculture and nutrition. At the time, agricultural researchers rarely thought about the nutritional
impacts of food on people’s health, Maland Cady said. At one of the twice-yearly feedback loop
meetings, Maland Cady and Nelson brought in subject matter experts who shared what they were
learning about how to ensure that the food that smallholder farmers grew was nutritious, as well as
frameworks they had developed. This provided the “what.” The regions and program were then able to
review the grant portfolios and the support being provided to grantees about nutrition to understand
where there were gaps related to connections between the funded research and the potential for
improvements in nutrition. This was the “so what.”
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Following that meeting, the annual meetings of the communities of practice included attention to the
link between the research and nutrition. This brought up important conversations about appropriate
ways to measure nutritional changes, and the extent to which the research could expect to capture
measurable nutritional changes in communities, Moore said. The focus on nutrition coupled with a focus
on systems thinking eventually led to greater complexity in the way the projects thought about
nutrition, how nutrition is linked to other factors, and how their work might focus more specifically on
these links, and how the leadership team approached grantmaking and non-grant assistance to advance
research that linked agriculture and nutrition. This was the “now what.”
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For instance, one project in the Andes was able to document that when men were taught about the
importance of early nutrition for cognitive development, they became more engaged in feeding their
children. Not only did this amplify children’s nutrition, but it had positive impact on gender relationships
in the family, and decreased women’s labor.
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Creating theories of change—support and pushback
A year after they started and shortly after the difficult leadership team meeting in early 2009, the
evaluation team members, led by Moore, embarked on the process of creating explicit theories of
change for CCRP. They believed theories of change were critical for CCRP because they could bring a
common understanding to the program that the evaluation team and Wolford felt was lacking. It would
also be the method through which the CCRP leadership team would develop its new strategy with the
Gates foundation resources.
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“CCRP didn’t have an overarching strategy to think about funding in a way that projects could leverage
each other and try to effect change in their region according to a well-thought-out strategy,” Moore
said. “Each region had a focus, and there was a logic to funding within those focus areas, but how they
expected change to happen wasn’t stated explicitly. In a theory of change we say we think funding these
projects is going to add up in this way. It could give the program staff and consultants [regional
representatives and liaison scientists] a way to think about portfolio design and providing support to
grantees that added up to something.”
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In the summer of 2009, Moore and Patton held webinars with members of the leadership team to
develop a program-level theory of change. Taking into account their ideas, the evaluation team drafted
a theory of change for the initiative overall, which they shared with the leadership team in another
webinar. The evaluation team quickly got buy-in—a welcome show of a support after a difficult start to
this work. Part of the reason for the support, Moore believed, was that the leadership team had come to
see the need for and value of a theory of change to help guide them in the work.
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“I think what changed in doing the theory of change was that it put them in the driver’s seat in terms of
defining the program,” Moore said. “I think people believed that there was more alignment in CCRP
than there actually was. During the theory-of-change process, it brought to the fore that there wasn’t as
much alignment as they believed. But it put them in the position to decide what the alignment should
look like.”
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“I thought, ‘This will be easy’”
Excited about the positive reception from the leadership team about the theory of change, the
evaluation team next turned to working with projects to develop individual theories of change starting
in the fall of 2009. It was also a way to bring the evaluation to the project level. Maland Cady and Moore
traveled to the regions’ community of practice meetings in part to explain the need for developing a
theory of change and provide hands-on training. For the evaluation team, it was important to do this at
the project level to get people to think more clearly about the impact of their work and how to do it in a
way that had greater potential to make a positive difference on the lives of farmers, Moore said.
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“The work with the leadership team went so well, I thought, This will be easy,’” Moore said. “We just
jumped in and thought it would be great and people would love it. They didn’t love it.”
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What is the point of this exercise?
Many grantees were accustomed to developing log frames for their donors and did not see how a
theory of change was better. Some were midway through their projects and did not want to go back to
create a theory of change. Many simply could not understand the point of the exercise.
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Moore spent a week in West Africa teaching the projects how to do a theory of change followed by a
week in East Africa and a week in southern Africa. Bettina Haussmann, a scientist who was a grantee at
the time, remembers it as a difficult experience.
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“The project teams struggled to get what this was all about and why we had to do this,” Haussmann
said. “We found it very academic and very difficult to satisfy. When we tried to elaborate a theory of
change Marah would never be fully satisfied. For most teams, it was a little bit frustrating initially. I think
we were not really understanding how this could help us do better projects or serve farmers better.”
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As they did with the generative dialogue, the evaluation team used the communities of practice (CoP)
meetings to launch this new tool. Claire Nicklin, the Andes regional representative who also later joined
the evaluation team said that using CoP as testing grounds had pros and cons.
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“It backfired sometimes,” Nicklin said. “If something is difficult and you have a bunch of people
complaining about it in a group and that outnumbers the excitement, it can be infectious. If a few
people say, ‘This doesn’t make any sense, it’s confusing,’ then all of sudden everyone else is saying,
‘Yeah, it’s confusing.’”
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Nelson said, “I look back at [the theory-of-change process] as a way the IMEP has helped us develop the
skill and habit of systems thinking.” Rege said he noticed a change in East Africa. At first, many grantees
failed to see value in creating a theory of change, but after about two to three years, they began to see
the benefit.
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As one example, the bean bruchid is a beetle that is a post-harvest pest of many bean species. The
infestation begins in the field, but becomes a major problem after harvest. CCRP researchers had
embarked on a project to reduce post-harvest loss due to the bean bruchid by breeding resistant seeds.
But by working on a theory of change and through the adaptive action process, the researchers—all of
whom came from biophysical science backgrounds—realized that simply breeding would not solve the
problem. They needed to look further downstream and incorporate post-harvest management
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processes to protect the beans from bruchids because they are still vulnerable at that stage. Bruchid
resistance was only one part of the solution. That meant looking at how to incorporate processes like
triple bagging to deter the bruchids and how the beans are dried and stored so they would be less
vulnerable.
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After a couple of years, “grantees could see how a theory of change can help them think about the logic
of their project and whether the envisaged activities can really to achieve the change they are seeking,”
Haussmann said. “It’s a little more dynamic [than a logframe] and looks beyond my perspectives as a
breeder to see the whole picture.”
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Listening and adjusting to feedback about the theory of change
Taking in the initial resistance from projects, the evaluation team realized that it needed more ongoing
assistance in developing theories of change and other monitoring and evaluation skills than it could
provide. So evaluation consultants who could provide that help were hired.
“What finally dawned on me was that we [the evaluation team] were never going to do project level
evaluation,” Moore said. “That was not part of the mandate. We had to build the capacity for the
projects to engage in a different kind of evaluation than they were doing. Otherwise, we weren’t going
to have any decent data to do anything with.”
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Projects were expected to develop a monitoring and evaluation plan tied to their theory of change. The
theory of change would help projects clarify contextual factors that would need to be incorporated into
the data collection plans. The plan would include the following elements: (1) evaluation questions that
correspond with the key theory-of-change points; (2) indicators for these evaluation questions; (3) a
detailed description of the evaluation methods that would be used to collect data on these indicators;
and (4) a detailed description of the data collection plan. Projects were also expected to engage in
project-wide dialogue using the adaptive action questions to inform planning.
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Moore spent several weeks working with the regional support consultants to provide training in these
areas. However, the evaluation team quickly ran into obstacles using the consultants. One of the main
stumbling blocks was that the consultants were steeped in the same compliance-oriented evaluation
processes that the grantees were, including using monitoring and evaluation to measure process and
judge the merit of grantees’ work. That was not the approach that the evaluation team wanted. But
they could not find consultants in the region who had experience with newer approaches to evaluation
aimed at supporting learning.
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Claire Nicklin remembered working with the evaluation consultant in the Andes region.
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“She was too rigid for what Jane and Marah wanted,” Nicklin said. “She was top down, and the projects
put all of their frustrations onto her. We were in a precarious space in developmental evaluation where
you are trying out new things and you don’t want to be overly rigid and you need to listen to people
from below.”
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Maland Cady and Moore, both of whom strongly believe in participatory evaluation, listened to the
frustration of the grantees and took their complaints on board, Nicklin said.
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“Jane and Marah have good instincts,” Nicklin said. “They said let’s pull back. Between 2008 and 2009
there was a lot of frustration but Jane was good at adjusting. She said: ‘I hear your frustration. Let’s take
it down a level. Try to just facilitate theories of change with a few projects that seem open to it, learn,
and then expand.’”
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Serendipitously, one of the regional evaluation consultants quit, and a regional team member filled in
temporarily. The evaluation team then had an “a-ha” moment. By having the regional representatives
take charge of monitoring and evaluation support, they would integrate that into the daily work of
CCRP, rather than have it be seen as something separate from that work. This was much more in line
with the “integrated” part of IMEP, Moore said. From the perspective of Ric Coe, a member of the
leadership team who provides research methods support, asking the representatives to take on the
evaluation responsibilities was a wise choice.
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“They have done a better job [than the evaluation consultants],” he said. “To me the reason they have
done a better job is because they are smart people and because they are so completely embedded in
the regional program. They understand the grantees. They know what is likely to be acceptable and
unacceptable, what prompts people to be self-critical and not self-critical.”
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Theories of change as a tool for adapting strategies
As the evaluation team tried to integrate IMEP, it became clear that there was a need to build in start-up
time for new grantees to develop theories of change, monitoring and evaluation plans, etc., Moore said.
Otherwise it was too hard to engage people in the process because they were already implementing the
research and did not want to change gears based on what they learned through the process.
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CCRP set up a process by which all new projects (or projects receiving renewal funding) are required to
engage in project inception meetings. After receiving a new grant, grantees gather for a three-day
inception meeting, along with regional teams, to more actively plan their work and clarify their vision of
success. The gatherings can include field visits with farmers to talk about planned research. On the third
day, the project participants and regional representatives create a theory of change.
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The theory of change that comes out of the inception meeting always leads to projects making
significant adjustments from their original proposal, Nicklin said.
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“I don’t know one that has not resulted in a huge change,” she said. “They will have different research
questions, different evaluation questions, and even different strategies [as a result of the work on the
theory of change]. When you are writing a proposal, it’s often one person in an office but when they get
out the opportunity to think about strategy with their whole team and stakeholder representatives with
funding in hand they are able to come up with much more meaningful design documents.”
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For example, one project director in the Andes, a local NGO, worked with Instituto Internacional de
Nutricion (IIN), the “expert” partner on the project. In the past, she would defer to IIN about which
indicators to measure for nutrition. Instead, as a result of the work in the inception period, she said that
she felt more comfortable advocating for what she believed were important indicators rather than
relying on the partner to take the lead.
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She wrote, “we used to write as a project’s goal: ‘improving the quality of life for farmers’ without any
idea how to evaluate it. The most significant change in our projects is that the goal of the project now
needs to be linked to the products of our interventions and that these must be measurable either
quantitatively or qualitatively. This has influenced how we are addressing the goals of our new project,
so much so that we are arguing with the IIN indicators, (not questioned in the first project). We have
learned they take time and effort and a steep learning curve, away from direct work with the
community.”

8

2010—Presenting an initial assessment and testing a new database
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In January 2010, the leadership team met in person for the second time and the evaluation team
presented an updated IMEP. For Andes regional representative Claire Nicklin, while she was familiar
with the work of the evaluation team, it was the first time she had to see it in action.
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“I remember thinking this doesn’t have a lot of clarity,” Nicklin said. “They seem like nice people, but I
don’t know what they’re talking about. It still seemed very nebulous and it was hard to understand how
it was going to help us. It was very theoretical.”
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In their work over the previous year, the evaluation team members had been charged with conducting
an assessment to describe what was happening across the initiative as a whole, in addition to doing the
project-by-project, theory-of-change development and data collection planning they had been
supporting. To do this, they identified four principles that appeared to be guiding how the CCRP
program staff and leadership team thought about their work: equity, sustainability, self-determination,
and resilience. The evaluation team then reviewed project proposals and three years of annual reports
to assess the degree to which the projects: 1) reflected these initiative-level principles and 2) linked to
the outcomes identified in the initiative-level theory of change. Identifying and naming principles was an
important step in this work, Maland Cady said.
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“Using simple agreements or principles in systems work is critical to move people forward together,”
Maland Cady said. The foundation saw that these guiding principles, together with a common set of
system-level outcomes and a shared theory of change, could serve as a unifying frame for all of the
individual projects, which would still have their own unique project-level outcomes that could not be so
easily aggregated across the initiative as a whole. (See appendix pg. 41 for a list of principles guiding
CCRP’s work.)
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The evaluation team wanted to carry out an initial baseline assessment of the CCRP program and
regions against the program-level theory of change developed by the CCRP evaluation and leadership
team in 2009.
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“What I saw in reviewing more than 300 documents was that there wasn’t really clear and good
information,” Moore said. “The way people were collecting data had some real problems. They were not
looking broadly at the impact of research on farmers on the ground.”
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Because CCRP is primarily an applied research program or, as Moore argued, in some cases an adaptive
research program, rather than a laboratory-based, basic research program it was critical to determine
the extent to which research findings were affecting, or had the potential to affect, farmer practices and
22
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addressing systems barriers. The findings of the initiative-wide assessment revealed significant
shortcomings. Moore shared her initial findings at the meeting.
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Among the findings noted in the report, it appeared that “most projects do not have a comprehensive or
coherent monitoring and evaluation plan.” The report continued in documenting strengths and
weaknesses across the initiative:
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●

Based on review of proposals and reports, the level, depth, and breadth of analysis varied
substantially across projects and across regions. In general, all projects identified increased
food security as the overarching goal, and the analysis provided in project proposals clearly
identified specific issues related to food security (productivity, livelihoods, and/or nutrition).
However, this is not often contextualized in the proposal—in other words, the somewhat
isolated role of the specific project in addressing food security is articulated, but how it fits in
the larger agricultural systems was not always clear.

●

A review of the two regional analyses that were submitted earlier in the year points to very
different approaches, with different strengths and challenges in the two regions. One of the
regions identified a clear leverage point and associated regional approach. The other identified a
very diverse set of possible focal areas, which were woven together through a conceptual
approach to project funding and support. In the more focused region, the approach was clearly
a rational and considered response to the situation in the region, but issues related to scaling up
and how scaling potential was being maximized through the regional work were not clear. In the
other region, many complex connections across systems were identified, but the approach was
so broad and multi-faceted, it was unclear how CCRP could focus its work within the region to
catalyze change. In other words, a finite set of clear leverage points were not apparent.

●

Overall, at the project, regional, and program levels, the document review and discussions
with project stakeholders pointed to a challenge with articulating clear research questions.
Project objectives tended to be process-focused rather than outcomes-focused, and “research
success” was not clearly contextualized. Further, the most fundamental research question—the
effectiveness of the leverage point for instituting change—was not incorporated at any level.
This was this not surprising, though, as the theory of change was recently developed and only
beginning to guide CCRP practice. At this point it was important that projects, regions, and the
program as a whole, could begin to clearly articulate research questions at all levels.

Balking at initial assessment
At the leadership team meeting, which again included McKnight board members, participants pushed
back on the evaluation team’s findings. Many were skeptical of Moore’s qualifications, given her lack of
background in agriculture. What’s more, the regional representatives were annoyed that the evaluation
team had not given them a chance to vet the results of Moore’s assessment before the meeting. Maland
Cady remembers feeling that Moore did the best she could with the assessment given the minimal data
available from the annual reports.
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“I think it was the first time anyone had looked across the portfolio in the regions and done any type of
systematic assessment,” Moore said. “There had been no systematic critique. I think people were a bit
shocked. They were used to working in a vacuum and just doing what they were doing. And they were
coming from a mindset that evaluation is a grading process and they are getting bad grades. I am so
steeped [in the idea] that this is not about getting graded. This is information and how do we use it?”
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In the end, the teams said that the findings in the assessment were accurate, Moore said, “but it would
have been good to get on the phone with each of the regional teams before presenting the findings to
the whole group and say: ‘This is what we’re finding. Is there anything we don’t have right?’”
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Moore noted that the assessment found that there was almost no analysis of outcomes or much
evaluation data that could help grantees understand their projects and the larger systems implications
of their work.
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To illustrate what she meant, Moore recalled a moment fairly early on in her work when a researcher
talked about a breakthrough in which it would be possible to grow three bean crops a year because they
were short-season beans. In theory, this would lead to more food for farmers and their families. But
Moore pointed out that implementing that idea would mean another season of planting and harvests
for women. Had the researcher thought about the labor implications? The researcher responded that
women have nothing else to do and so it would not be an issue, Moore recalled. What the researcher
did not take into account was that women had many other responsibilities besides harvesting bean
crops, she said.
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“The researchers were doing their work in isolation,” she said. “You can’t do evaluation that way. The
evaluation needs to look at the broader system. If you don’t do that, you don’t know the impact on the
wellbeing of the people you are trying to help. Nobody was asking anything like that.”
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Even with these challenges, Eoyang, who facilitated the 2010 meeting, said that she saw a change from
the meeting a year earlier. At the first leadership meeting, the participants had focused more on
“superficial data” like how many people participated in a project, Eoyang said.
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“The second year was more about relationships and meaning and problem-solving questions. The
questions and conversations were totally different [from the first meeting],” Eoyang said. “Their
questions were meaningful and substantial and there was a real dialogue. Instead of focusing on the
differences, they were focused on the similarities and relationships across the work. They found a
common ground, a common instrument, and were curious about each other’s work in a way that was
quite profound.”
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Eoyang felt that the regular feedback meetings that the evaluation team had established for the regional
teams and projects to reflect on their work using the adaptive action questions helped set the stage for
a more productive second leadership team meeting. She said that participants were still providing
project-level data but that they were beginning to see consistencies and themes across projects and
regions.
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“They had had a year of sharing information, of knowing that they would be together again,” Eoyang
said. “They had more trust and enough information to be curious about each other. There was a
24
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recognition of shared identity and shared concern. It was a sign to me that they had stepped into a place
of collective learning.”
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Creating a database to synthesize and share information
While the projects continued to wrestle with creating theories of change and monitoring and evaluating
against them, a new idea emerged to help provide the data the IMEP team was looking for at an
initiative level. In 2010, the regional team in the Andes came up with the notion of creating a crossproject database to track their data more accurately.
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Carlos Perez, the liaison scientist in the Andes region at the time, often complained that it made no
sense that the regional team did not have easy access to data about projects. Instead, they had to wade
through 150-page reports to find answers to questions such as whether project objectives changed from
one year to the next. It was especially difficult when they got questions from Maland Cady seeking
information that required a synthesis of data, like how many projects were returning data to farmers or
how many students were involved in projects. The team would spend days poring over annual reports to
respond to such requests. Finally, they needed the data easily accessible to provide information for the
“what” to inform the “so what” and “now what” in adaptive action.
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Nicklin, the Andes regional representative, immediately saw the value in having such a database and
quickly took the lead on implementing it for the Andes region. The idea was to input key information
from annual reports into the database that could then be aggregated and synthesized to provide more
meaningful data to the regions and programs. With help from an IT specialist from the University of
Reading, Nicklin set up a simple database on Microsoft Access in Dropbox to capture information from
the annual reports. The hope was that the Andes regional team would have to read an annual report
only once, input the key information into the system, and then never have to go looking for that report
again if they needed data.
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When Maland Cady and Moore learned about the project, which was still in its early stages, they
thought it would be a helpful way for all regions to capture data at the project level that could then be
aggregated or analyzed to draw systems-level conclusions. It could help the leadership team use all of
the information they asked grantees to report, making good on McKnight’s long-standing promise not to
ask grantees for anything the funder will not use.
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The evaluation team decided to expand the database to all four regions. That decision led to more
pushback from the regions.
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“It was hugely contentious,” Moore said. “Like everything.”
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A lot of cutting and pasting
Regional representatives and liaison scientists, who are paid just half time for their work, saw it as yet
another time-consuming exercise they had to undergo for the evaluation team. One issue was that the
database, which became known as SyMon for “System for Monitoring,” was not connected to
McKnight’s grant management system, meaning the regional team could not directly import information
from annual reports into it. Instead they had to do a lot of cutting and pasting, and then tag and code
the data.
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Nor was there much agreement about what data was important and how it should be used, Eoyang said.
Because of that ambiguity, the initial reports generated from the database were not as meaningful as
they hoped. Additionally, the process of extracting and summarizing information from project reports in
ways that would be useful to inform synthesis across the program was a fairly major learning curve for
the regional teams. Finally, it was a big technological challenge to think through the logic of the
infrastructure to get the information and syntheses that would be most useful to the evaluation team. It
took about two years of work and iteration before the database could provide the information the
regional teams, program staff, and evaluators were hoping for, Moore said.
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“I felt [SyMon] was initially a bit imposed on the other regional teams,” said Bettina Haussmann, who,
after being a grantee for many years, became liaison scientist for the West Africa region. “Individuals
have different ways of working and summarizing. Initially, I was a little bit hesitant. And it felt like a lot
of copy and paste and not a good use of my time. In time, I came to appreciate the function to extract
reports from SyMon or statistics.”
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The evaluation team said that they recognized that the regional teams are going through these
sometimes-painful steps and hoped that the effort is worthwhile in terms of efficient knowledge
management and monitoring and evaluation information. (See appendix pg.43 for an overview of the
data captured in SyMon.)
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The data was used in a number of ways: to kick off discussions at learning team meetings, for the
regional teams to write annual reports known as regional analysis strategy plans (RASPs) on what they
are learning, and to prepare reports to the Gates Foundation. Because everything is coded and tagged,
users can quickly get answers to questions like what are the nutritional outcomes of a particular seed
intervention, or what has been happening with pest management or social innovation.
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Moore said using SyMon has also been helpful because when the regional representatives and liaison
scientists have to input data, they can see firsthand that some of the data is not very good and they
have an incentive to get projects to do better data collection and reporting.
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Using the data from SyMon
Over the next few years, Nicklin and others worked to improve the database’s function and usefulness.
As the program and projects began using theories of change and continued to produce research data,
the evaluation team and CCRP leadership found themselves overwhelmed with data. They needed a way
to better analyze and synthesize it, especially so they could use the theory of change as a lens to identify
patterns and potential actions.
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In 2013, the evaluation team began preparing visual reports called brochures summarizing findings
gathered from SyMon that they shared with the leadership team. The purpose of these reports is to help
the CCRP leadership team understand how the program is doing in implementing its theory of change,
what it is learning about the work, what the results are suggesting about impact, and areas for further
reinforcement or exploration.
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The early brochures provided whatever data was available on the topics to be discussed during a
community of practice or a leadership team meeting. This included data about the degree to which
projects show evidence related to five key steps in a project cycle that IMEP had identified: (1)
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understanding context; (2) research outputs; (3) evidence of use and outcomes (evaluation); (4)
dissemination of outputs; and (5) broadening system impacts. They also included questions on strategy
and evaluation challenges for the CCRP leadership team to consider. Later iterations of the brochure
provided visual illustrations— mini case studies—of how projects contributed to key areas of change,
such as cropping systems that are adapted to local availability of outputs. (An excerpt from a reporting
brochure is available in the appendix, pg. 46.)
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Mini case studies
Ric Coe has mixed feelings about SyMon but says the mini case studies developed using SyMon data
have been the most helpful. They clearly show the theory of change in action, how the links work, and
how multiple activities fit together (i.e., links between seed production, dissemination of seeds and
institutional change and utilization as well as research output).
Mini case studies also reveal gaps in action or evidence and prompt deeper thinking about the theory of
change, particularly where it is too simplistic, Coe said. For example, through mapping out a theory of
change, Coe and the projects he works with have come to understand why the more traditional
upstream “technology development” and linear technology transfer are probably not enough to make
change. The diagrams emphasize other components that are necessary for change, such as
dissemination, adoption, and institutional change. In addition, they highlight the way that these
components require cultivating partnerships, Coe said.
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Ecuador project shifts its approach
The evaluation team facilitates these mini case studies at the close of a project in collaboration with
regional and project teams. Reviewing results from annual reports that were put into SyMon over a
three- to six-year period helps projects connect research outputs with development outcomes, Nicklin
said. They can use that information to inform the next iteration of their work if they are re-funded.
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As one example, a project in Ecuador focused on improving the nutrition outcomes of women and
children through providing food assistance directly from small-scale farmers’ associations instead of
imported food aid. Through a large randomized controlled trial, they were able to show that diet
diversity improved when mothers received a bi-weekly food basket of items from local farmers,
although anemia scores specifically did not move that quickly in a 6-month intervention. This evidence
was considered good enough to influence regional, national, and even international policies about food
aid.
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In the process of trying to synthesize the research results, the regional and project teams noticed there
were some unexpected benefits to the farmers themselves. Namely, more farmers were participating as
the intervention went on, and it was positively effecting their household relationships, building
community, and strengthening farmer associations. This triggered questions about the larger food
system, not just the targeted beneficiary group and nutritional outcomes the research had examined.
They wondered what kind of impacts the intervention had on the participating farmers and their
associations in terms of livelihoods and agricultural practices. The next phase of their longitudinal
research is focusing on these questions. It is an example of using the data from SyMon to reveal where
there are gaps in knowledge about the larger system and learning, rather than simply continuing to work
on the same type of interventions and research questions that projects are familiar with, Nicklin said.
27
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While Coe appreciates this type of information, he also thinks that SyMon does not capture other
equally important results such as shifts in capacity, attitude, and approach by CCRP projects, though he
also said he did not have an alternative for getting that information. Prudence Kaijage, the regional
representative for Southern Africa, also said that SyMon could be improved by having the capacity to
better analyze more qualitative results.
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For his part, Jeff Ehlers, program officer at the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, said that he finds
SyMon an impressive part of IMEP’s approach.
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He noted that SyMon allows for input of complex and nuanced information. That is, while other
databases might be able to say that malnutrition decreased overall, SyMon has the ability to look for
deeper patterns such as: malnutrition went down in specific communities where projects were working
with this type of seed that researchers learned is suited to local conditions and that farmers like, and
where the projects had worked to address long-standing distribution problems preventing the seeds
from getting to the farmer.
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“SyMon forces you to think about multiple levers—what levers these grants are pushing on and how
effective they have been.” Ehlers said “I think the important part is that it’s such a different approach,
and it is asking questions that others aren’t asking.”
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Kate Wolford, however, is less sure about the benefits of SyMon, though she acknowledges it is now
seen as a core infrastructure piece for the monitoring and evaluation work.
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“I wish I had asked more questions about SyMon,” she said. “SyMon would come up and you would hear
these massive groans. It has always created some strains. In hindsight, maybe that was the only way to
develop the system but it felt like it was more fits and starts. You wonder, was it a failure of planning
and execution? I wonder if we didn’t make it more complicated than it needed to be. We have a mantra
at McKnight about being simple, useful, and sustainable. I wonder if sometimes we have made things
more complex than we needed to.”
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2011—CCRP adopts a new focus and a research checklist gains steam
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In 2011 (at a time when SyMon was at its early stages of development but after many of the projects
and the regions had developed at least initial theories of change), CCRP leadership finalized a decision it
had been mulling since 2008 that was affirmed by the board: to formalize a framework for CCRP that
had long been implicit. Called agroecological intensification (AEI), the goal is to improve the
performance of agriculture through the integration of ecological principles into farm and systems
management.
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The agricultural development world “has been divided between the organic farm people and the
technologically driven [Green Revolution] people,” said Ed Rege, the facilitator for the East Africa
community of practice. “AEI is a bit more nuanced—it’s not either/or.”
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The CCRP leadership team saw AEI as a way to distinguish its philosophy and approach from that of
Gates, which had been primarily in the Green Revolution camp. They also saw it as a practical response
to smallholder farmers who had limited resources to keep their systems productive enough to meet
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their livelihood and nutritional needs. Rather than the “silver bullet” that many agricultural
development initiatives encourage, this approach could give farmers a number of options to consider for
improving the productivity of their crops.
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Crucially for the evaluation process, the AEI framework provided a more systems-change-oriented
approach for the program, Patton noted, rather than a linear, project-based focus. As CCRP defined it,
AEI meant improving the performance and sustainability of agricultural systems, rather than just one
component of the farm system (seed breeding and on-the-ground farmer practice). Zooming out to a
larger systems-change-oriented approach can help staff consider more intentionally how to scale the
project results and lessons. In addition, AEI is a flexible framework that is contextually based and could
shift with the needs of communities. The agreement on AEI as a framework in 2011 led to a refined
theory of change that helped translate the framework into a revised action and learning plan, Patton
said. (See appendix pg. 42 for the program-level CCRP theory of change. A larger version is available
here.)
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The AEI framework articulated levers designed to interact to lead to multiple outcomes that were
focused on both technical and social aspects of this systems work. The broad outcomes were
productivity, livelihoods, nutrition and equity. The associated levers included:
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●

Systems diversification and risk management. Levers: crop and other component management,
agro-ecological pest management; coping with climate variability and change, etc.
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●

Building social capital. Levers: forging and linking social and technical innovation and building
human and social capital and collective action.
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●

Markets and policy. Levers: improving functionality of value chains, influence policy, and
building cross-cutting capacities (e.g., post-graduate training research methods including
participatory action research), integrated monitoring, evaluation and planning capacity, farmerto-farmer learning, etc.
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Once these AEI levers were developed, the evaluation team added them to the SyMon database. Based
on their objectives and questions, projects are now coded to indicate which of these levers they are
focused on, and their research and evaluation results are also coded by the regional teams when they
are entered. This allows reports to be drawn on all the nutrition or soil results for example, so teams can
look for patterns and mechanisms of change for different types of contexts around that lever.
Interactions between levers can also be analyzed across the program over time.
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Meanwhile, after a few years of projects becoming comfortable with creating and using theories of
change, Moore pushed to hold projects accountable to their theories of change, including requiring an
explicit AEI focus for the newer grants.
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“We started asking, ‘Are we doing AEI or are we funding projects that we like regardless of their AEI
focus?’” Moore said. “There were times when some grants didn’t get re-funded.”
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Thinking about systems thinking
From the start, the evaluation team spent a lot of time with the leadership team and at the communities
of practice teaching about systems thinking. It was a slow process over a period of years but by around
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2011, the team could see more participants discussing their work as part of a larger system, Maland
Cady said. The newly-adopted AEI focus also helped spur that shift from siloed thinking to systemsbased thinking, she said.
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“In the beginning, from my perspective, there wasn’t an integrated practice of looking across the
program more systematically,” she said. “The meaning we made tended to be dominated by individuals
and disciplines. Approaches [like AEI] allowed for an opportunity to reach across boundaries and
differences to begin to work together and understand the change we were trying to seek.”
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At the same time, IMEP, the regional teams, and the research methods group spent a lot of time holding
other gatherings—both virtual through webinars—and in smaller groups—with members of the
communities of practice to build skills in particular areas and encourage learning among participants
through such means as project exchange visits.
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Developing a research checklist
While the CCRP leadership team worked toward agreement on the AEI framework and the evaluation
team continued to tweak SyMon to make it as useful as possible, starting in mid-2010 the team began to
look for a way to address an issue underscored by the 2009 baseline assessment—the lack of uniform
research quality among the projects. Ric Coe, who was providing research methods support to grantees,
remembers having extensive conversations with Moore about what research quality meant.
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Moore said, “As we began working with projects we realized that there was a need to strengthen the
capacity of researchers both narrowly in terms of their research methods and broadly in terms of the
way they conceptualized research and the types of problems they were focusing on and how they
partnered with farmers and others in the process. [To help them] the program put a number of supports
in place including the work with Reading.”
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“When we started really focusing on strengthening research, the obvious question that came up was: Is
it working? Do these supports work? Is research getting stronger?” she continued. “We have a theory…
that if we have higher-quality research as we have defined in CCRP, it will lead to better outcomes for
farmers. It’s a hypothesis. We don’t know if it’s true. Without looking at whether the research is
changing it’s hard to answer the question. We started thinking about developing a tool to measure
research quality.”
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Floating the idea of a research quality checklist and again receiving pushback
Moore and the Reading consultants developed a set of criteria for high-quality research, and Moore
then suggested that the regions use the criteria to rate projects’ research quality on a scale of 1 to 5.
Such a tool, which became known as the monitoring checklist, would help the leadership team monitor
improvements in research quality.
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Many people on the leadership team were strongly opposed to such a tool, at least in the way that
Moore conceptualized it, including Coe and Nelson, particularly because they disagreed with the idea of
“rating” grantees.

“We [at Reading] would claim that what we were doing was all about research quality,” Coe said.
“Marah, in her usual way, would say, ‘How do you know it’s high-quality research?’”
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“There was quite a fight about it,” Nelson said. “My thing is that every grant is unique and the idea of
holding grants to the same standard does not work well for me. I have never really embraced it and it
still doesn’t speak to me. Let’s say I have 12 children. Am I going to do a child quality checklist? The
distaste you would feel in being asked to do that is how I felt.”
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She said the monitoring checklist does seem effective as a self-evaluation and reflection tool and to help
regional teams review their portfolio.
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Nelson, who in addition to her role as CCRP scientific director, was also the liaison scientist in Eastern
Africa from 2009 to 2011, said she has always taken a hands-on, deeply participative approach to her
work with projects, and felt that she understood any issues with research quality that the projects were
having and could provide feedback without the checklist.
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A new member of the evaluation team
Not long after, Eoyang left the evaluation team though she stayed on as a facilitator of the leadership
team annual meetings through 2014. Eoyang said that at that point in the process, she had not stayed
current and had lost touch with the details of the implementation of IMEP.
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Claire Nicklin, who was already working as a half-time Andes regional representative and who had
jumped in enthusiastically with the work on SyMon, was hired by Moore as a half-time evaluation team
member for IMEP as an additional job. The advantages of hiring Nicklin from the team’s perspective was
that she not only had had showed a strong interest in evaluation but she had the on-the-ground
experience in the Andes and her region could act as a mini-laboratory to test new ideas for IMEP.
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After two years of back and forth and resistance about the monitoring checklist, in 2012, Maland Cady
asked the leadership team to use it for a year, after which the program could make a decision about
how useful it was. Moore said that Maland Cady’s leadership was important in moments like those. As
an outside evaluator, she was not in the position to influence the CCRP participants to use the
monitoring checklist.
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Nicklin said that once the monitoring checklist was finalized, it was the result of consensus among the
leadership team about what they meant by research quality which, from her perspective, was the
positive side of the lengthy consultative process.
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The monitoring checklist is used annually by project teams to evaluate their own research and by
regional teams to assess their work with the projects. Among the questions: (1) How useful are the
research questions or objectives? How will this project fill an important gap in knowledge? (2) How well
has the project articulated where it will work, with whom, and why? (3) How well does the project
integrate the principles of Agroecological Intensification and a systems perspective? Each question gets
a score: not applicable, weak, under-developed, good, or excellent. There is also a place for qualitative
description after each question.
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While the monitoring checklist has continued to draw mixed reviews from those who use it, some say
they have found it helpful.
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“I consider it very useful,” said Bettina Haussmann, liaison scientist in West Africa. “It helps projects
think about their work and be systematic. They think about things like how to integrate gender in their
31
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work. They get better informed on what is important for CCRP and what is good research. Sometimes I
think they are not so good in a category and if they think they are doing excellently, this can give us an
entry point for further discussion and digging a little deeper.”
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Simply having questions like the ones about using an Agroecological Intensification or gender lens can
be good reminders to projects to keep those ideas in mind when they are doing their work, Nicklin said.
In addition, the regional team enters the monitoring checklist into SyMon, which allows the evaluation
team to quickly run reports and do deeper analysis on questions such as how well is gender
incorporated into the project design.
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2012 and 2013—IMEP gains traction, CCRP commissions case studies
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After about three years of intensive work, the evaluation team could point to many new embedded
practices at all levels of CCRP. Grantees, projects, regional teams and the program leadership overall
were participating in regular, mandatory reflection times using the adaptive action questions of “what,”
“so what” and “now what,” and creating and revising theories of change.
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More than 60 projects were producing data through their grant-funded research and also through
evaluation work, and the regions were producing data reports through annual Regional Analysis,
Strategy and Planning documents. Nicklin and others were working to improve SyMon to better handle
the amount of data that projects and regions were producing. While regional team members still
grumbled about the monitoring checklist and SyMon, these and other aspects of IMEP had become
embedded and were seen as a regular part of the CCRP work.
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Commissioning case studies
Around 2010, the evaluation team was struggling with how to best cull learning from the 50 or 60
projects that were underway, some of which did not have especially good data, Moore said. They came
up with the idea to commission case studies on a few of the “gems” that were showing evidence of the
potential for impact, rather than spend their resources going deep on a lot of projects that might not
have good data or strong results—now or perhaps even ever. The team also saw case studies as
“theories in practice”—that is, opportunities to test whether theories of change were holding up during
implementation. Such case studies could help the leadership team, and perhaps projects, understand
what changes CCRP had contributed to over time. And, they could also be used to highlight promising
work that could be picked up by other funders. In 2012, CCRP began commissioning case studies.
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Among the case studies was one about three CCRP-funded projects targeting the breeding, production,
and use of orange-fleshed sweet potatoes in Uganda, Kenya, and Burkina Faso. Sweet potatoes can
provide important nutrients to farmers and their families, including Vitamin A, in which many lowincome people are deficient. But introducing orange-fleshed sweet potatoes into diets in these regions
has faced obstacles both cultural (people prefer the taste of white potatoes) and practical (resisting
pests). A CCRP-funded sweet-potato breeding project in Uganda was among the first of its kind on the
African continent in 1994. The case study told the story of this work and its expansion to other countries
including its successes, challenges, and lessons learned.
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The team commissioned three other case studies including one on an Andean grain project and another
on sustained, farmer-managed seed initiatives in Mali, Niger, and Burkina Faso.
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The case studies were used in a variety of ways. Maland Cady thought that the Andean grain case
provided useful learning for projects in the region. The team also used it and others to look internally at
their work and to talk to the board about the impact of CCRP. Moore felt there was probably more that
could have been done with the case studies in terms of understanding patterns of change across the
regions, but also acknowledged that “they were going back to a time when in general people didn’t
collect especially good data. It’s hard to analyze the gems if you don’t have good data.”
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After these four case studies, the program didn’t commission any more. Moore said that she wasn’t sure
why the case studies didn’t continue.
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“They were a lot of work but had the potential to provide deeper understanding. And as the project data
was improving through the supports provided by CCRP, the case studies would likely have offered even
more value.”
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Bettina Haussmann, liaison scientist for West Africa, said she thought that the best learning from the
IMEP process came out of the case studies such as the one on seed systems. “Those case studies are a
very good way to learn and inform our grantmaking strategy,” she said.
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She said that the seed systems case done by an independent evaluation team was an excellent summary
of eight years of project activities and the evolution of CCRP’s local seed systems in West Africa. From
the case study, Haussmann learned that the seed systems project had achieved a lot in its initial two
phases but that more support was needed on issues such as how to include legumes in seed production
and marketing, how to strengthen the role of women in seed cooperatives, and how to increase poor
smallholder farmers’ access to improved seeds. These issues were then incorporated into plans and
technical assistance for the third phase.
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Providing information to the McKnight board on CCRP
Wolford said that the case studies were useful to the board because they provided concrete examples of
CCRP’s work that, as a generalist board, were helpful.
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“The case studies are the things that the board resonated with rather than statistical data,” Wolford
said. “It’s hard for me or the board to evaluate whether it’s good or bad that we’ve released so many
seed varieties. At the case study level, we can see what is the hypothesis going in, were we able to move
in a new direction, and how that has changed the trajectory of how research was done.”
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“I think the data is really important for the evaluation team, the regional team and the program as a
whole,” Wolford continued. “I think the participation [in leadership team and community of practice
meetings] and learning from the meaning making is most important to the board.”
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Wolford and the evaluation team also spoke of an ongoing tension about the need for simplicity in the
evaluation to convey key insights versus complexity to gather the data for those insights. Wolford
wonders whether the CCRP evaluation is too complex and does not meet the McKnight goal of being
simple, useful, and sustainable.
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For those on the evaluation team like Moore and Nicklin, the very complexity of CCRP requires a
monitoring, planning and evaluation approach that will be able to reveal that complexity.
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“There seems to be a lot of ambivalence from the foundation about the depth of analysis needed to
understand program outcomes,” Moore said. “What I heard from the beginning was that primarily there
was a desire for just stories, they don’t want anything too complicated. And then I would have board
members and advisory committee members ask when they are going to see the data. The reason that
the evaluation is complex is because the program is complex. It just is. To really understand the impact
in the countries we are working in—I think there is a lot of ambivalence in how deep they want to go
there. I often feel there is a lost opportunity to drill down and understand.”
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Added Nicklin: “Sometimes we hear from McKnight leadership that this is too complicated. My feeling
and Marah’s is we are trying to model what we ask of our projects. Don’t collect data you are not going
to use. If we ask for it we want to put it in SyMon. One of the themes of CCRP is we allow tons of
flexibility, it’s very emergent and there are no common indicators. The challenge is: how do we
synthesize it? How do we in evaluation describe our impact? It’s why we have a huge apparatus for
knowledge management and interpretation and data management. When you hear about
developmental evaluation it sounds great. But you need to have sophisticated structures to help capture
that emergence.”
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From Maland Cady’s perspective, “there are multiple needs for data and analysis to address people’s
evaluation and learning questions—from projects, to regions, to the program overall, to the board, to
the global dialogues about food and agriculture. That in itself is complicated. Finding the sweet spot to
have adequate information for meaning making to inform action implies a nimble and robust way to
handle all kinds of data.
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2016 to present—reflections on learning at different levels
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An August 2016 presentation prepared by Nicklin and Moore for Maland Cady and Nelson, along with
interviews conducted for this case, provides some examples of overall learnings, learnings at all levels,
and challenges.
The presentation noted that the quality of IMEP project level data is still a weak spot for CCRP—even
eight years after the IMEP team began working with the initiative—so learning based on data is still
lagging significantly. It raised a question of whether it would be helpful to come up with more
standardized workshops on topics such as baselines to build evaluation capacity. The presentation also
stated that regional and program learning is also a weak spot and asked how learning across a portfolio
can be synthesized so that that the whole is bigger than the sum of its parts.
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One of Moore and Nicklin’s frustrations is that the leadership team does not always seem to take as
much advantage of the data and information that is now available through SyMon, the monitoring
checklist about the quality of research being produced, and other IMEP tools, to wrestle with questions
about CCRP and inform decision-making.
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“It is so hard to be a learning organization,” Nicklin said. “Sometimes I think we make strategic decisions
based on our feelings.”
34
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The August report asked how IMEP can help grantees to better synthesize their findings to get sharper
insights about levers for change without losing their innovative, local, and emergent properties. It also
asked how IMEP can best communicate those larger learnings credibly to influence multiple audiences.
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In terms of how IMEP has influenced thinking and behavior on the different levels that the evaluation
team outlined at the start of this work in 2008, interviewees provided the following examples:
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Individuals within institutions and projects
Linnet Gohole, East & Horn of Africa regional representative, said that she has noticed a change in how
some researchers approach their projects. In the past, researchers have had the mindset that they know
what farmers need. But because researchers are now responsible for carrying out evaluations of the
extent to which their research influences real-world agricultural practice, and checking that in part
through the monitoring checklist, some are taking new ownership of the work, she said.
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For example, in breeding projects for sorghum, which many farmers use as a staple food, some
researchers believed that farmers simply wanted more yield, so they focused on high-yield varieties. But
through talking to farmers as part of the IMEP process, researchers learned that the high-yield varieties
did not have all the characteristics that the farmers in western Kenya and Uganda wanted, such as a redbrown grain color important for a local dish and because birds were less likely to attack it.
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“Researchers are now asking for more information,” Gohole said. “They have changed the way they are
breeding to focus on more of the types that farmers want. Their [initial] outcome in their theory of
change was that farmers will adopt the varieties that they have developed. But for them to adopt them,
the farmers have to like them. One researcher said that at first, he didn’t understand what IMEP was
about but now he sees the evidence of it. When we renewed his grant, and had a second inception
meeting, he said that he and his colleagues had not been fully listening to farmers. They were thinking
that what they had delivered for them is good for them. He has seen the benefit of the monitoring and
evaluation tool that can help them gauge the progress of their work.”
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Projects
“Where IMEP has made a huge difference is in the theory of change,” Nicklin said. “Before, nothing was
explicit. Now people are comfortable with theories of change, and evaluation questions and monitoring
and evaluation. They adapt their theories of change and have much more sophisticated monitoring and
evaluation plans. That’s been a huge contribution. I do think there has been a transformational change
in staff, consultants, researchers, and farmers. I think we are doing more relevant work today versus five
years ago because of it.”
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From her perspective as East Africa CoP regional representative, Gohole said about 40 percent of the
projects in the portfolio seem to fully embrace IMEP, including referring to their theory of change, using
the monitoring checklist for self-assessment, and making adjustments as they learn about what is
working and what is not. For the rest, she believes it is still difficult to adjust from their previous
experience in which monitoring and evaluation was something that was done by outside experts.
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Addressing the team’s initial dilemma about research going unused (the futility of research), Nicklin said:
“First we helped projects get clear about what change they hoped to contribute to by introducing
theories of change, which in turn helped to generate evaluation questions, and then think about ways to
35
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evaluate those questions, which sets the stage for looking at [research] use, since evaluation questions
are basically about if anyone is changing or using something and why. This process leads to a lot of
questions by regional teams and project teams about if their theory is realistic, and often the project
modifies what they proposed to try to make sure ‘utility’ will happen by adding more participatory
processes, contextual understanding, etc. Many projects through this reflective process have also
realized they might need to add some skills and methods that go beyond biophysical experimental
research to do relevant research that will be used, including more iterative processes like discussion
groups, looking at gender, etc.
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Once the results started coming back in from the project evaluations, they could see that some of the
research products they were working on weren't really being used and could shift to try to understand
barriers [to use],” she continued. “The regional teams could also see this and made grantmaking
decisions based on this. Of the four ways we code results since 2014: understanding context, research
products, development outcomes, and contextualized scaling—I would say that before 2008 [the
results] were all research products, now they are still predominately research products, but now we
have a pretty good spread of the other types.”
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The McKnight Foundation—CCRP and as a whole
For CCRP, the creation of tools such as SyMon allows the evaluation team to quickly gather information
and produce reports on just about any question they, the board, or the Gates Foundation might have,
Nicklin said.
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One demonstration of how CCRP intends to continue incorporating learning at the initiative level is
through an AEI assessment framework. After CCRP adopted AEI as an overarching framework, Moore
began to ask, “but how do we know we’re doing AEI-focused research? If we’re saying that AEI provides
better outcomes than conventional agriculture, how are we testing that hypothesis?” An AEI assessment
framework could answer these questions. As envisioned, the regional teams, and/or projects will use
such a framework to determine how projects are addressing core aspects of AEI, which could then
inform the question of whether and how AEI approaches lead to better outcomes.
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As with earlier assessment tools like the monitoring checklist, the idea of assessing project alignment
with AEI has generated some resistance, which, to Moore, felt reminiscent of previous tensions (i.e., too
much burden on grantees and regional teams, too much judgment of grantee work). Additionally,
Moore and Maland Cady were interested in exploring the use of existing AEI frameworks,3 but there was
concern by other CCRP participants that those frameworks would not capture the unique nuances of
CCRP.
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Various frameworks exist to understand and implement agroecology. Steve Gliessman (Agroecology: The Ecology
of Sustainable Food Systems, 2014) has identified 5 transitions of agroecology. The Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations has identified 10 key elements of a sustainable food system, derived from the
general principles articulated for agroecology (www.fao.org/agroecology/knowledge/10-elements/en/)
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Early piloting of existing frameworks has garnered a positive response, Moore said, although some still
believe a framework adapted to CCRP’s unique context would better reflect the program’s conceptual
thinking on AEI and lead to more relevant learning and deeper impact.
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However, others believe that use of frameworks that are already established and tested in the field is an
important step forward; it will allow CCRP to communicate with others more broadly about its work,
and it makes a statement that CCRP is interested in being engaged with others in the discourse around
agroecology. Whichever direction CCRP eventually goes, having some framework sets CCRP up to
understand the links between its approach (AEI) and its outcomes.
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When asked to describe how the IMEP work has informed learning for the foundation as a whole,
Wolford emphasized how it has affected the foundation’s perspective on evaluation and learning.
“CCRP’s work has had a huge influence on McKnight,” Wolford said. “CCRP is the place where our
commitment to adaptive action and developmental evaluation got incubated and through Jane and
Glenda it has really infiltrated and percolated throughout the organization in the best possible way.”
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Between McKnight and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
Jeff Ehlers, the program officer at the Gates Foundation, said that he has found SyMon and the mini case
studies useful in understanding CCRP. But Maland Cady is not sure that McKnight has influenced Gates
in the way that it had hoped to.
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She also noted that since the Gates funding started in 2008, McKnight has had a number of different
Gates program officers. She said that all of the program officers have been knowledgeable but the high
turnover and the fact that those officers are often in the midst of a strategy refresh, has, at least in part,
made it difficult to achieve McKnight’s goal of sharing their learning and influencing Gates in their
strategies, she said.
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“I don’t think we’ve been able to engage with them in having enough credible evidence to shift the ways
that they think about research to be more ecological,” Maland Cady said. “I feel like we haven’t
communicated well enough to them or been in the right space or at the right table for them to consider
[what we’re learning]. Their priorities are mainly production. We believe production matters but we also
are focused on other areas such as nutritional improvements, livelihoods, and equity outcomes.”
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For his part, while Ehlers said he has been happy with the level of detail provided by SyMon and other
tools created by IMEP, he also thought that the work could go deeper.
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“I feel like grantees and evaluators work so hard to identify key learnings of individual grants, but that
this information is generally not aggregated across grants for broader more generalized ‘lessons learned’
and are often hard to access, even within institutions,” Ehlers said. Learnings get re-buried, particularly
with things like personnel changes. Grant and grant portfolio findings don’t inform future action as often
as they should.”
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Looking Ahead
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In 2016 and 2017, some changes were underway at McKnight and CCRP that will have implications for
IMEP. One is that, after two 5-year rounds of funding, the McKnight Foundation decided not to pursue
37
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another round of Gates funding. For McKnight, as priorities changed at each foundation, it made sense
to collaborate as peers going forward, Maland Cady said. The McKnight board increased funds ($1.8
million in grants plus additional nongrant funds to help offset the loss of the Gates funding). But the
ending of the Gates funding, at least for the moment, will likely have implications for IMEP, Maland Cady
said, though it is too early to know exactly what it will mean.
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Currently, about two-thirds of CCRP’s $11.5 million annual program budget goes to grantmaking and the
remaining third goes to administrative costs including consultant fees, technical support, strengthening
scientific and system capacities, trainings and workshops, communications, and convenings. The cost of
CCRP’s integrated monitoring, evaluation, and planning (IMEP) function—which is dedicated both to
supporting all grantees in participatory evaluation as well as enabling CCRP consultants to engage in
ongoing program learning and analytics—is approximately $400,000-425,000 per year, for a total fiveyear cost of approximately $2 million. Some of this cost is borne directly by McKnight, and some is
covered by the 5-year grant from the Gates Foundation.
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Wolford said IMEP “is not an inexpensive endeavor. To embed consultants and have a lot of support for
that function, I do worry about the sustainability of it. The Gates funding has allowed us to resource
some of the work more fully than McKnight [on its own], which has a lean approach to most things.
[With the ending of the Gates funding] everything will get recalibrated, especially with IMEP. How will
we right size and know what is the value added that helps us improve our performance and what can we
give up because we won’t be able to maintain it as robustly as in the past?”
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At the same time, in 2016, Kara Carlisle became vice president of programs, taking over Neal Cuthbert’s
position. Carlisle was formerly director of New Mexico programs at the W.K. Kellogg Foundation. As part
of her work she oversaw evaluation for those programs. As was the case with Cuthbert, evaluation at
McKnight will be one of her responsibilities. Carlisle spent her first six months or so learning about all of
McKnight’s programs including CCRP. She said she is still in the process of understanding the complexity
of CCRP and IMEP.
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Asked about the goal of IMEP, Carlisle said, “I think it should be meaningful, sustainable and simple. The
theory of change is pretty robust; it’s hard to hold all the pieces at once. I ascribe to simple and clear. It’s
too early for me to say whether it’s at the right level of complexity. Should it become simpler as we
learn more? I would say my preference would be yes.”
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“I don’t want to use up the valuable time from partners, grantees, staff, and the board if we aren’t able
to be really clear about questions we want to ask and how the information will be applied to improve
the work,” she continued.
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Carlisle will also oversee the hiring of a learning and evaluation officer. She added that the new learning
and evaluation officer will be expected to use adaptive action as the heart of McKnight’s approach to
learning and evaluation.
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“The foundation is beginning to converge around adaptive action as the heart of our approach to
learning and evaluation,” Carlisle said. “It is showing up naturally much more in McKnight. What I hope
to do is make this more explicit and skillful with our learning and adaptive action work.”
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Conclusion
Beginning in 2008, the leadership of the McKnight Foundation set out on a process to embed learning at
every level of the Collaborative Crop Research Program. Led by Jane Maland Cady and supported by a
core group of consultants, the architects employed a number of mechanisms to foster such learning
including an overarching approach of adaptive action and underpinning support systems that could feed
into answering the questions of “what,” “so what,” and “now what.”
As the Integrated Monitoring and Evaluation Plan team looked for ways to best implement such an
approach, which was new to both CCRP and McKnight, they often faced strong resistance at both the
researcher level and from the regional teams charged with implementing much of this work. They also
had to grapple with the realities of evaluation capacity and bandwidth at every level. Throughout the
process, the IMEP team wrestled with the tension of how to create a system that took into account the
complexity of CCRP while also trying to hew to McKnight’s mantra for evaluation that it be simple,
useful, and sustainable.
Some nine years into the process, the IMEP team believes that grantees, the regional team, and the
leadership team have grown in their abilities to learn and make adjustments to their work, though some
are still concerned that there is too little use of data to inform decisions at all levels. McKnight
leadership also wonder whether the process that the IMEP team has designed is too complex, and if
there are parts they may have to jettison once the Gates funding ends in 2018.
The IMEP CCRP approach raises useful questions for others seeking to imbue learning at every level of a
system. How does one balance the need to capture complexity with the need for relatively simple
approaches that people with competing responsibilities can attend to? How do foundations weigh the
costs and benefits of establishing robust systems to capture evaluation data that is needed to encourage
learning at a systems level? What does it really take to create and support an evaluation approach—and
a habit of culture and learning—that actually adds value and results in real change?
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Additionally, the Director of CCRP Jane Maland Cady and evaluation consultant Michael Quinn Patton
have made available an addendum that elaborates on key issues in the case:
www.evaluationroundtable.org/documents/McKnight_Addendum.pdf.
An on-line knowledge hub for the Collaborative Crop Research Program is available at www.ccrp.org.
The site includes the full IMEP Monitoring & Evaluation Handbook, the Project Research Quality SelfAssessment checklist, and several case studies from the evaluation.
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APPENDIX: SYMON DATA FIELDS

Description of Data Collected in SyMon, the CCRP Monitoring Database
The McKnight Foundation’s System for Monitoring, or SyMon, is a database designed to give IMEP and broader CCRP staff a way to
record and recall project, community of practice, and program level information. Once in SyMon, this information can be analyzed
and synthesized for reporting and learning purposes.
SyMon is designed to capture a range of information, including basic, descriptive data, as well as information related to project
outcomes and indicators.
Below is a sample of the types of data housed in SyMon at the project level as of August 2016.
Basic Project Information
This is information that is entered into SyMon as soon as a project is approved.
Project Title
Project Closed
Yes/No
TOC Date
The date of the last theory of change. The theory of change is also uploaded to SyMon.
AEI Lever
All of the agroecological intensification levers that apply to the project.
Crop Type
All the relevant crop types for the project.
Region
The community of practice: Andes, Southern Africa, Western Africa, or Eastern Africa.
Countries
Executive Summary (from
The executive summary from the grant review. Sensitive information is removed, and it
report)
should align with what is on the public CCRP website.
Project Alignment with
From the grant review.
Regional Strategy (from report)
Cohort
The first year the project was funded.
Grant Cycle
The year the project is funded, according to the grant review.
Renewal
Indicates if the project is a renewal or extension of a previously funded CCRP project or
if it is new.
Project Funding
Recorded for every organization that receives funding from McKnight (usually one per
project), and for every funding year.
Participating Organizations
Each organization involved in a project is recorded in SyMon as a project commences.
Name of Organization
The main organization in the project is listed first, and the information entered must
include the name and gender of the Principle Investigator.
Country of Organization
Classification
Each participating organization is recorded as either:
• INGO: International Non-Governmental Organization
• IARC: International Agricultural Research Center
• IU: International University or university outside of the region
• U: University within the region
• NARC: National Agriculture Research Center
• GO: Governmental Organization
• NGO: Non-Governmental Organization
• FO: Farmers’ Organization
Monitoring Checklist
The Monitoring Checklist facilitates assessment of research quality in a project. Each section has multiple subcomponents,
some of which will be included below. The questions for each section often use a scale of Weak to Excellent. Ratings of Weak,
Underdeveloped, Good, and Excellent are defined per project, giving the rater a stake in the ground from which to base their
assessment of the research.
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Overall Project Design

Research Design
Implementation
Interpretation
Institutional Strengthening
Research Utilization

•

How useful are the research questions or objectives? How will this project fill an
important gap in knowledge?
• How well has the project articulated where it will work, with whom, and why?
• How well does the project work with farmers or organization(s) that work directly with
farmers?
WeakßàExcellent
WeakßàExcellent
WeakßàExcellent
WeakßàExcellent
WeakßàExcellent

Information from Annual Reports
Each annual report must be culled and relevant project data recorded in SyMon. This includes information from the Monitoring
Checklist, results, publications, and other information.
Project Questions
Keeps track of the research and evaluation questions and/or objectives for each question.
and Objectives
Project Activities and
Methods
Project Results
Quality over quantity is emphasized here. The SyMon handbook says, “it is normal for projects not to
have many, if any, results in the beginning…towards the end there may be only a handful of solid
results.”
A result can be:
• Knowledge or bio-physical products created through the research process
• Can be used by and is of interest to the global research and development community
• Reveals critical new understanding that helps inform a project team’s next steps.
Results should include a statement of significance, including, for example:
• Why would this result be of interest to external audiences? Why does it matter?
• How does the new understanding impact the direction of the project?
• How does it address the problem that the project has diagnosed?
It should also include enough context for the result to be understandable:
• Brief mention of methods, such as size of survey and types of participants
• The region, country, and crop
Project Students
From the annual report annex with student information, including gender.
Project Publications
From the annual report annex with publication information and an abstract if it is a journal article.
Project Comments
Space for the regional team to note conversations, visits, and agreements they have with the project.
Project Context
The demographic and environmental indicators that make up the project context.
Capacity Strengthening
Project, regional, and program level capacity strengthening events are recorded in SyMon. Regional level capacity strengthening
events refer to events that more than one project participated in. Workshops count as capacity strengthening. Any reports and
evaluations associated with the event should be attached.
Regional Meeting
Community of Practice meetings and other meetings can be recorded in SyMon. This does NOT include workshops, which are
capacity strengthening events.
Evaluation Questions and Meta Observations
Observations and examples of how CCRP is doing in terms of the evaluation questions are also recorded. This includes quote
from grantees about how they have changed because of the project, or participating in the CoP, or being exposed to
Agroecological Intensification. Below is a selection of program level evaluation questions and indicators.
How and to what extent does the CoP model Indicator: Sharing and collaboration within and across projects; Peer
add value to the CCRP project and regional
learning; Collective action
work?
Strategic grantmaking:
Indicator: Feasibility of achieving project goals with available resources
a) How are we balancing the tension
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between focusing on manageable levers for
change and recognizing systems complexity
in our portfolio?
b) How does the CCRP add to existing AEI
knowledge and R+D processes within CCRP
projects?
c) How have we targeted and balanced our
portfolio to increase synergies among
projects to add up to changes larger than the
sum of the projects?
Capacity building:
a) What are gaps in capacity and how are we
addressing them?
b) How well do we provide supports to
increase capacity, including support for our
approach?
Outreach:
a) Does the CCRP have credible leadership in
the agricultural research and development
field?
b) Does the CCRP work in a complementary
way with other funders?
R+D Systems
a) How have we influenced positive changes
in institutional and individual practice in
relation to CCRP projects?
b) How have we contributed to more
relevant research?

c) Is research more rigorous?

d) How have we contributed to institutional
sustainability (beyond CCRP project)?

How have technologies and ideas spread
within specific contexts through inspiration,
innovation, influence, adaptation or transfer
through networks and institutions?

Indicator: Project understanding of local context; More cross-sectoral
collaboration; Adaptation of research plans based on data analysis; Learning
and reflecting leads to better strategy and outcomes (for projects, region, and
program).

Indicator: Increase in amount of peer review processes in and among projects;
Increase in quality of research design; Multi-disciplinary research; Increased
use of general principles and local adaptation; Increased documentation; More
efficiency in using existing data, data collection and triangulation

Indicator: Project understanding of local context; More cross-sectoral
collaboration; Adaptation of research plans based on data analysis; Learning
and reflecting leads to better strategy and outcomes (for projects, region, and
program).
Indicator: Increase in meaningful stakeholder participation in research process
(taking into account their knowledge and practices vs. increasing their capacity
vs. co-creation); More research focused on farmers’ needs; Research portfolio
focused on more locally adapted, resilient cropping systems that do not
degrade ecosystem services; Degree to which farmers find research outputs
useful
Indicator: Increase in amount of peer review processes in and among projects;
Increase in quality of research design; Multi-disciplinary research; Increased
use of general principles and local adaptation; Increased documentation; More
efficiency in using existing data, data collection and triangulation
Indicator: New physical infrastructure provided by CCRP; institutional
investment in project objectives; institutions and individuals apply CCRP
practices to other projects; improved institutional strategic planning and
implementation; Other donors and organizations outside the COP influenced
by CCRP to engage in more evidence-based development; Has there been spillover to non-CCRP projects?
Indicator: Increased networks; Policy makers, donors, organizations, private
sector requesting and using research findings in decision-making for new laws,
policies, investments, activities to scale up impact based on evidence; Farmer
to farmer spread of ideas and technologies

Networking
The purpose of this section is to better understand the “credible influence” of CCRP. When CCRP staff attend regional or global
meetings where they share CCRP ideas and examples formally (through a presentation) or informally (talking to people), it
should be recorded. CCRP staff should record: who attended the meeting, what types of information were shared and with
whom, with specific attention paid to content, individuals, organizations, and any feedback received.
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|
2005

|
2006

|
2007

|
2008

McKnight funded CCRP at $41.5 million over nine years.

Jane Maland
Cady hired as
international
director

TOCs and What, So What, Now What are routinely used

|
2011

|
2012

|
2013

|
2014

|
2015

|
2016

|
2017

Second Gates Foundation grant: $25 million for five years

In 2008, McKnight announced a commitment of an additional $47m over 10 years.

|
2010

IMEP report

Kara Carlisle replaces
Neal Cuthbert as Vice
President of Program

Monitoring Checklist is a requirement

Hired regional evaluation consultants but then absorbed
evaluation function into regional team

Eastern Africa Community
of Practice established

Criteria for Monitoring
Checklist developed

Case studies commissioned as a learning tool

Gates Foundation grant: $26.7 million for five years

|
2009

SyMon moves platforms to Knack

Brochures and Maps of Action can be created from SyMon

Kara Carlisle's evaluation guidance:
"Meaningful, Sustainable, Simple"

|
2018

|
2019

Gates
funding
ends

Second leadership team meeting; four principles introduced: Equity, Sustainability, Self-Determination, and Resilience
Instituted six-month feedback loops

Marah Moore and
evaluation team
hired

Added regional liaison scientists

West Africa and
Southern Africa
Communities of
Practice established

Kate Wolford named
President of McKnight

Andes
Community of
Practice
established

Tried and rejected different
conceptual frameworks

Inaugural leadership team meeting in Brazil; IMEP introduced

Project level theory of change work

Dropped "generative dialogue;" kept
"What, So What, Now What"

Theory of change webinars with leadership team

IMEP takes the Andes database and begins to build SyMon
SyMon moves to the cloud

Agroecological Intensification (AEI)
becomes framing system for CCRP

With Gates funding came new evaluation requirements. CCRP began experimenting with purposeful evaluation that would
inform project, Community of Practice (CoP), and program learning.

Andes CoP begins to develop a database for tracking project information

Neal Cuthbert's evaluation guidance:
"Simple, Useful, Sustainable."

Before Gates funding of CCRP, evaluation was more ad hoc.

|
2004

Funding

Staffing

CoP

Mozambique CoP meeting; "generative dialogue" introduced

Process & Structure

SyMon

Guidance

changes for CCRP. This timeline is meant to contextualize those changes.

Evolution in CCRP Evaluation The past decade has seen many
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